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VOL. XII.— NO.

HOLLAND,

29.

SATURDAY, AUGUST

MICH.,

25,

1883.

(omciAL.l

.Additional $of»I.

itie Itollund §itt)

\7'ANPUTTEN,Wii., Dealer in Drug*, Mcdl-

V

clnes, Paints, Oil*, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Vax
Bxito'sFaraily Medicines ; River St.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

Dm

52

THAT HACKING COUGH
cured by Shiloh'* Cure.
by D. K. Meengs.

cure

you.

Sold by D. R.

incss.

EIGHTH STREET.

Wo

can be so quickly
guaranteeit. Sold

Meengs.

•

H.

.

Members present, Mayor Beach,

$700 00

ROGERS.

VfEYER, BROUWER &

Nellie Zwemer ...................
{50
C.Pfanstlehl ........ .............850
F. M.
................. ..
Anna Breyman ................
225

Aids.

.

Harrington, Williams, Bukema, Workman, B«iyd, Nyland and the clerk.

BLESfiPEBSNIGHTS, made miserable by that
errible cough,
cough. Shiloh's Core Is the remedy for
terrible
you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
I

funltun.

WILLIAM

Paid Salaries of Teachers—
Geo P Hummor ......

Council-

598.

Holland, Mich., August 21, 1888.
The Common Council met in regular
session and was called to order by the
Mayor.

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh’s Vitalirer is guaranteedto

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: No.

NO.

Perfumeries. River street.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

Common

WHOLE

........

00
00

00
00
$8,800

Minutes of the last three meetings were Fur Conpons on Bonds paid NationalPark Bank New York.... $800 00
health and sweet breath road and approved.
Paid City Treasurerfor coupons
secured by Shiloh’s catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.
on Bonds Series A and B ..... 480 00
cents. Ns*al Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
-$ 780 00
diairal Dialer i
Term* of Satooription:
The following bills were presented »for
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1,75 if
Par
Fuel—
FOR
LAME
BACK.
Side
or
Chest
use
Shiloh’s
VAN PUTTEN G„ & SONS , General Dealer* Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by.D. R. payment;
in Dry Goode, Groceries.Crockery, Hat*
To John Corbran .... ...:..$ 10 00
paid at three months, and $3.00 if .
E. Nlenhuis, dirt for filling up
and Cap*, Flour, Provision*,etc. ; River street. Meengs.
“ E. J. Harrington .............IC000
paid at six months.
Second street ........... y ...... $ 10 00 •• E. J. Harrington ........... 1W 88
SHILOH’S
COUGH
and
Consumption
Cure
is
“ l.Cappon .................
bO 00
Hotels.
J. Van Dyke& Bird, lumber ..... 246 90
" John Cochran ................ 80 00
sold by us on a guarantee.It cures consumption.
E. J. Harriuglon,expenses to ne•* E. J. Harrington. .......... 87 71
MB PB1NT1HB Promptly api Nsatly Eiecotel r\lTY HOTEL. Mr*. J. Meyer* * Sons, Pro- Sold by D. R. Meengs.
gotiate bonds ........ ......... 5 00
“ Isaac Fairbanks .............48 48
prletors.The only flr*f-cla*8Hotel in the
$ 497 Ot
city. I* located in the bnelnes* center of the town,
SHILOH’S VITAL1ZER is what yon need for —Allowed and warrants ordered issued on
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
and has one of the largestand best sample room* Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dizrinessand
Fbr New Building—
the
cily
treasurer
for
the
several
amouuts.
in the State. Free bite in connectionwith the Hoall symptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
To J. C. Pont, All y for Howard &
One square of ten line*, (nonpareil.)75 cent* for tel. Holland,
10-ly
per bottle.Bold by D. R. Meengs.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES.
Van Dyk ...................* 442 75
Aral inacrtion,and 25 cent* for each subsequent
" J. U. Post, Att’y for Howard A •
insertionfor any period under t|uee month*.
rjHCENIX HOTEL. Ryder & Ooffee.proprletor*.
The
committee
on
streets
and
. bridges
Van Dyk ....................
3.000 00
CROUP. WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. R'y depot,
1 Y.
8 M. 6 M.
$ 8,442 75
ha* good facilities for the traveling public,and its immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’* Cure. Sold by reported the following:
8 00
3 50
5 00
1 Square ................
tabic i* unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda- D. R. Meengs.
7b the Honorable the. Mayor and the Common CounFOR INCIDENTAL AND REPAIRS.
8 00 10 00
•2
................. 5 00
tion of guest*. Holland, Mich.
cil of the City of HoUand.
....... ........ 8 00 10 00 17 00
To
Jan
Smlt, repairing privies ......... ...$ 68 00
Old BerkshireMills, i
Gentlemen : Your committee on streets
Venekliuen& Bans, for prlvlea., ..... 57 05
\ Column ......... ...... to ft) 17 00 25 00 OCOrr HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
Dalton,
Mass!, April 27, 1882. j
17 00 25 00 40 00
D. K. Meengs. sponge and Ink ......... 11 25
and bridges would respectfully report that
This hotel l* located on the cor. of Ninth and
25 00 40 00 65 00 Fish sirs. Terms, $1.85 per day. Good accomW. H. Finch, moving privies .........10 00
Mr. Petor Lawler has been a resident of they have complied with the order of the
W. II. Rogert,
jou .printing ...... .......... 8 10
modations can always be relied on. Holland, this town for the past seventeen years, and
Board of Health, and have filled the hole
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
P. H. McBride,R. R. faro and supper. 2 25
8 D
in
our
employ
for
fifteen,
and
in
all
these
on
lots
2
and
3,
block
7,
in
the
Cily
ol
Dun”,
Fairbanks,
record book.......
8 44
change*.
J. Van Dyk A Bird, lumbtf ........... 18 89
LirsrvindSile Stable'.
years he has been a good and respected Holland. The amount expended for fillBusiness Card* in City Directory, not over three
H . Poitma, work on privies ............87 40
lines, $2.00 per annum,
citizenof the town and community. He ing the same is one hundred and five dolU.H HIpp, plans and overseeing privies 8 00
Notice* of Births, Marriage*, and Death* pub- JYOONK 1I„ Livery ami Sale Stable. Office has had some chronic disease to our knowl- lars and seventy-fivecents. ($105.75) The
Johannes Van don Hil, work ......... 91
1) andbamou Market street. Everythiug'llritlished whitout charge for subscribers.
J. Hmlt*. work
.....................°1
edge for most of the time, hut now claims amount expended on Second street, which
class.
All advertising bill* collectable quarterly.
Workman & Van Ark. lumber ......... 83 03
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
was part of ihe same hole on lots 2 and
K. J. Harrington, metchandlso ....... 7 9t
An X before the Subscriber’* name will denote IT AVER KATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
Chas. O. Browns, Preu't.
8, block 7. is one hundred and sixteen
It. De Mont, Tabor....
.............. •... 18 M
Ihe expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX Mg- II stable.Fine rig* and good horses can al[The wonderful case referredto above dollars and forty cents. ($110 40.) Total!
M. F. Adair, numbering rooms ..... 8 50
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott'*
nifles that no paper will be continued after date.
B. Blackman, work .................
8 40
83-tf
is published in another column and wllf amount two hundred and twenty-two dolmtJTC! DA D I? D may be found on tile at Geo.
GerritTerbeek.
work .................
8 40
Ililo l/i' IJU.1*. Rowell & CV* News- VTIBBELINK, J. H.. Livery ami Sale Stable; prove of great value to thousands of our lars and fifteen cents. Respectfullysub- j
II. Toren. varnish and Work ...........28 80
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St ), where li Ninth street, near Market.
readers.— Ed.
J. Serier. draylng ........... ........ t 0)
John Kramer,
advertising contracts may be made for It In NEW
W. H. Roger*, priming ...............20 00
E.
J.
Harrington,
i
YORK.
Heat Kartell.
Union School CO'.,desk* ............. 89 25
Committee on Streets and Bridges.
Willis Noble, work ...................1
BncWen’s Arnica Salve.
IT" U1TK, J., Dealer In all kind* of meat* and
Isaac Fairbanks, freightand express. 5 50
The greatest medical wonder of the —Referred hack to committee with inIv vegetable*; Meat Market on 8th street.
J. Smlt*. work ...................2 00
.1. Van Dyk A Bird, lumber
......... 8 80
Warranted to speedily euro Burns, structions to report an itemized account
VAN DKRHAaR, U., DenUr in Fresh, Salt, world.
H. Kioklntveld. pencils. «tc ........... 5 30
Bruises. Cuts, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever of all expensesincurred.
and Smoked Meat* and Vfegctablee : paper
W. II. Beach, cleaning vaults .......... 8 00
Sores, Cancers. Piles. Chilblains, Corns,
and twine; 8ih street.
The Committee on Poor reported preG. Van Kerkfoort, hanllug brick...... 14 25
Chicago & Wont Michigan Railway.
Teller, Chapped Hands, and all skin erup- senting the semi monthly report of Ihe DiH. Walsh, crayons, varnish, etc ...... 5t 88
HanuftotorlM, Kills,Shops, Etc.
P. II. Wilms, repairing pumps ..... ... 5 00
tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance, rector of Poor and said committee, recTaking tiffed, Sunday July 22, 1883.
G. Van Kerkfoort, teaming ........ ,.... I 45
or
money
refunded.
85
cents
per
box.
A
OAUELS. VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietor*
omending $26.00 for the support of the
II. Meyer A Co., repairing table ....... 1 50
of Ptugger Mills; Steam Saw anil Flour positive cure for piles. For sale by H. poor for the two weeks ending September
E. J. Harrington, brooms,oil, etc. ... 4 88
From Chicago
From Holland
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
P. A K. Winter, blaclunilthltig
........ 14 00
to Holland.
Walsh.
to Chicago.
5th, 1883; also reported the death ot Mr.
I. Gilmore, teaching music ......... . .
»7 00
Mix- Nl’t
rAN
RAALTE,
B. dealer In Farm Implement*
Jon
Schouien,
aged
83
years,
an
Indigent
INi’t Mix- Mall.
II. Toren. columns !n bnsemenV. ...... 47 It
Mail.
TOWN*.
ed. Exp.
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
Exp. ed.
P. II. Wilms, turning 8 columns ....... 16 00
person who had been aided in part by the
J. Van Dyk A Bird, lumber ...... .... 9 89
p.m. a. m. a.m. TinkMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
To all who are suffering from the errors city for several years, and that money
p.m. a. m. a. m.
W. O. Molls, hardware .................8 75
10130 9 20 11 15 ....Holland ..... 8 25 8 15 5 15
Iron and Wood combination Pump*. Cor- and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak- enough h id been found among the effects
Holland City Bank, Interest ........ 6 18
10th and River street*.
Di n Mloo A )ton, painting ...... •••• "25
ness, early decay, lose of manhood, Ac., ot Mr. Shhontcn to pay for his burial.
10 55 10 00 11 35 East Sangatnck 3 10 7 30 4 53
D. Weymar, painting ............. ..... »
NeUrr Publics.
On
motion
of
Aid.
Harrington
the
reI will send a recipe that will cure you,
Meyer, Brouwer A Co., 12 chain.;.. .. 7 (M
4
43
11 05 10 20 11 45 .New Richmond. 3 00 7 15
B. Loolmigocd. work. ........... .....
OTEGbNGA, a. P., Justice of the Peace and free of charge. This great remedy whs port was approved and the Director of the
11. D. Po#t, books, stationery,etc ..... 18 11
Notary Pnblic. Conveyancing done at -hort discovered by a missionary in South Poor was instructedto ascertain* what ef11 57 11 55 12 35 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 20 5 52 3 55
R. Kantcrs A Hons, hardware, etc ..... 58 80
notice. Office Zeeland, allchigan. i'-ly
America. Send a self-addressedenvelope fects and the amount of money in posessE. J. Harrington, oil and hruoma
..... 3 00
12 20 12 35 12 55 ..... Bangor. ... 2 00 5 20 3 35
ion
of
Mr.
Schouien
at
the
time
of
his
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
W. II. Rogers, printing..... .......... 3 70
PhvilcUne.
W. Rozebuom. work ............ ..... 125
death and report to the Council at their
D, New York
28-1 y
1 50 8 15 2 25 .Bouton Harbor. 1 05 3 20 2 20
Volkort De Vries, work .......... ...... 2 00
next regular meeting.
3 78
Kramer* A Bangs. palqM, oto.
DEBT, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
2 15 3 30 2 35 ...St. Joseph...12 55 8 10 2 15
J. Gilmore, vocal
:al music
c
..............J3 <W
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OFFICERS.
£> found in hi* office, on River elieet,next door
the Fact.
M. Kiekintveld, slate pencils ........ 1 40
to D. R. Meengs, drug store.
3 wj 6 00 3 45 ..New Buffalo..11 55 1 10 1 10
Wm. Vorst, the Tailor, has removed his The superintendentin charge of the
B.Torau.Ubpr .......................t 90
Norrl* A Uhl, legal amice* ...........77 06
business to No. 13 River street,formerly engine house and council rooms, reported
t9 10 AT REMERB, H., Physician and Burgeon. Resi5 50 .... Chicago ..... 9 00
7 30
E. Van dor Veen, goods .............. 1 05
Ia. dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market occupied by Zahn the hfernm maker. I that upon represen' ations made by him,
a. m. p. m. p. m.i
a. m. a. ra. p. m.
T. J. Boggs. leading charts ............10 00
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers &
will make new clothes to order, repair old Mr. Kaniers had donated another 3 feet of
Werkman A Van Ark, lumber ....... 8 00
Bang*. Office hour* from 11 a. ra. to 12 m., and
. GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
H. I). Po-t, hooka, etc ...........
9 70
from 5 to 8 p.
SMy clothes, and renovate and clean clothes, ground on lot 5, block 35 to the City of
E. J. Harrington, good* .............4 20
From Grd. Rapid*
From Holland to
making them appear like new. Give me Holland.
II. Tiircu,work ami material ....... .
28 SO
OCHIPUOR8T, L. Physician and Surgeon; a
to Holland.
Grand Rapid*.
W. VORST.
T. J. Bofg*. 30 fourth reader* ........ 17 55
office at the drug store of Bcheper* & schipOn motion of Aid. Harrington,the city
a. m n. m. p.m.
a m. a.m. p. m.
Holland,
June
5,
18W.
II.
Rouen*,
printing
..........
.../
13 40
burst; is prepared at all time*, day or night, to
attorney was instructed to see that the
t5 25 •8 15 3 25 ....Holland ..... 11 05 9 10 10 20
R. Ku 'ter- A 8 in. hardware A work. V9 00
atteno to ‘•call*."
necojisui y deed was executed and recordMoney .*.i hand In Treasury ........... 977 92
5 38 8 40 3 37 ....Zeclund ..... 10 52 8 40 10 10
ed, ana u vote of thanks tendered to Mr.
Vf ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Burgeon ;
Seed
Total
..... ....... ....... $11,101 50
iYJL office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
« O) 9 35 3 57 .. Hudson vllio... 10 30 7 40 9 40
We will furnish the farmers of this vic- Kanters for his liberality.
Mich. Office hour* from 12 to 2 r. x.
20-ly.
OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS.
The following hid was received from J.
inity with choice seed wheat of the best red
6 15 10 15 4 08 ....Grandvlile...10 15 7 10 9 3)
Phnsgrapiitr.
Series "A and B" eight bond* $1,000 each «lx
vnrielies at a reasonable price. Your Van Dyk & Bird:
per cent Interest,held by Ann Arbor HavingsBank
6 35 10 40 4 25 ..Grand Rapid*.. 10 00 6 35 +9 00
wheat
taken
in exchange for seed wheat. Common CouncUof th: City of Holland;
interestpayable at the office of the City Trcaauror
TT IGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gala. m. a. m. p. m
*. tn. a. m. p.m.
Bring in your orders as esrly as possible,
This is to certify that we will deliver to of Holland city. These bond* are payable, comXI lery opposite thi* office.
so that we may he able to supply all,
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
the City of Holland tho following lumber mencing Feb. 1. 1S85. $1,000 each year, nnitl paid
8orle* "U" six bond*, $500 each, *ix per cent InWatches and Jewelry.
Walsh. De Roo & Co.,
for one year, said lumber to he 12, 14, and
Intcrent payable at the
ten-*!,held
From Muskegon
From Holland to
Holland Mich, Aug. 6th,
27-4 w 18 feet long; common pine, $9.90 per M. National Park Bank of New York CU,
There
to Hollana.
Muskegon.
I > REYMAN,
OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, und
,$1,000
bond* are payable, commencing Feb. 1. 1
Hemlock, $7.00 per M.
p.m. p.m. p.m. L> dealer in Fancy Good*; Corner of Market
a. m. p. m a. m.
each year, until paid.
5 45 3 25 11 05 ....Holland. .. 3 25 1 55 9 69 and Eighth Street.
—Bid accepted and contract awarded to J.
Series “I)’’ four bonds 1503 each, six per cent InCO., Dealers in all
kinds of Furniture. Curtains,Wall Paper,
Carpet*, Coffin*,Picture Frames.etc. : River st.

ivl

Editor and Publisher.

CATARRH CURED,

.

V

.

Mich.

I

“
“

3
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Mich.

,

.

<

.

!

Hotel.

|

1

milted,

|

_

---

V

1

(

A Card.

YV

W

tW

0

City.

.

Read

m.

call.1883.

0

.

Wheat.

by ,

’83.

Auction Sale.

.

20 8 50 11 25 '...West Olive... 3 00

6

AVYKHUYSEN, H„ dealer in

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacle*, cor. Ninth and
Cedar street*,Holland Mich.
24-ly.

31

1

YY

....Bmhkill ....
35

6

'

4 00 11 35

7 00 4 95 11 55 ..Grand Haven.. 2 35 1 07 9 00
7 10 4 80 12 00 ...Ferrysburg... 2 23

7 40 5 00 12 40 ... Muskegon... 1 50 12 25 +8 15

m.

p.

m.

p.

p.m.

m.

to

p. ra.

p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland
a.

m.

p.

From Allegan to
Holland.

m.

m.

a.

p. tn.

8

00

8 20

3 25

11 05

9 10

8 50

10 45

2 15

» 35

4 00

10 80

1 55

10 15

4 17

10 15

1

10 50

4 40

25

9 50 12 80

a.m. p.m.

p.m. p.m.

lime.

02 8 50

1

I. 0. Cf 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Orde.
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meeting* at Odd
Fellow* Hail, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday Evening

No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening,Aug.
,at7 t’clock, sharp.
O.

Breyman.W.M.

Grain, Feed, Eto.

(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand Buckwheat, V bushel ..............
XX Notary EnbllciRiveretreet.
Bran, ft 100 fta ...................
Barley, V 100 lb....
Law,
Clover seed,
.......
If OBRIDE. A CARROLL, Attorneys at
iYL Lepplg'* Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Mich
Corn Meal V 100 fts....eaee
J #•#•••#
Business In
Coc
Corn, shelled V hnshel ... • sea
___ Kent,
tent, Ottawa and AUegan
Allegan Connies
will be promptly attended
9-ly
Flour, B brl...
Fine Corn Meal
100 lbs
Feed, • ton
Conaliilo? Hnohut.

V

.

to.

9np ud

i

100 t>

wauiaaicniuumciiunubi
Commission
Merchant, ouu
and
dealer In Grain, Floor and Prodoce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor Eighth ft Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

f ton
Middling,9100
.

800

Hay,

*

Oats,
bushel
Pearl Barlej-, 9100

terestheld by NationalPark Bank, of New York
City, Interestpayable at the NationalPark Bank.
These bond* are payable, commencing Feb. 1 1896,

BILLS.

,

$1,000 each year, until paid.
April 19th. 1883. a loan of $3.DJ0 was made from
John A. Lansing, of Brooklyn,N. Y. Thla lo»n
aerie*“E" consists of three bonds $1,000 each, alx
per cent Interest. The Interest Is payable at tho
office of the City Treasurer of Holland City. These
bond* ore payable, commencing Feb. 1,1898,$1,000

The committee on ways and means
gave notice that at the uext regular meeting of the Council they would introduce
an ordinance making the general appropriation bill for the City of Holland for
the fiscal year

A

D. 1883.

^C)qrfftbel*cSold year now closing ihe Board of
Education ha* kept the giaded school a* usual
comprising a high school,
Grammar, and six
1, four
foi
Primary department*.
The whole number of Teacher*Including Bupt. 18
“ hlgheit munlwr of pupil* enrolled 1*.... 813
Average daily attendance ...............-526)4
Theill
hranebea of educationtaught wore Orthography, Langungo Iciaon*. spelling,Reading,
Writing. Vocal .Mu*lc. English Grammar. Arllh-.
meilc, Algebra,Physiology.Geography, Uietory,
and Bookkeeping.
We estimate the amountrijccessary to be raised
by taxation for the support of tho Public School*

motions and resolutions.

By Aid. Harrington—
unsolved, That a special committeeof
throe be appointedby the Mayor to investigate into sites for a water supply for
water works, and incur a reasonable expense in making their investigation.

ATTENTION

The Mayor appointed ns such commatee Aids. Harrington, Beukema, 'and
Werkman.

Farmers and

Woodsmen.

Council adjourned to Tuesday, Aug.
28th, 1883,, at 7:80 p. m.
Geo. H. 8ifp, Cfty Clerk.

i

of Holland City, during the next year as follow*:
For Insurance .......... ..............
64 25
Janitor................ :: ..........400 00
Secretary and census .............. 51 00

$

Teacherssalary.. ..................1.200 00
Intereston bonds... ............. 1,020 00
Incidental* and repairs ............. 900 00
Fuel ...............
700 00
New building. .....................700 00
..

We

the Stare -nd Heading
ANNUAL STATEMENT
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
E. J. HARRINGTON,
Of the Board of Education of the Public
round, viz:
P. H. McBRIDE,
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Committee.
Schools of the Oity of Holland, of the
Thob . J. Bough, Secretary.
White Ash Stave Bolts. 30 inches long.
Beceipts and Expenditure!for the School
At a meeting of the Board ot Education held
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inch** h-ng.
year ending the 2nd day of September. Angoet 2($h, 1888. the foregoingreport and annual
Black A*h Stave Bulls, 8J inches long.
statement was adopted.
A. 2). 1883.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long.
T. J. BOGGS, Steal try.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
RECEIPTS.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
A Life Saving Present.
Bal.bt TreasuryBept. 4th, 1882 $1,152 67
For making contractsor further in- Taxes for teacher*, Feb. 1. '83 2,700 00
Mr. M. E. Allison,Hutchinson, Kan.:
875 00
formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
Janitor sal.
Saved his life by a almpie Trial Bottle of
50 00
Secretary aal. ••
ED. yER 8CHURE, Bupt.
Dr. King’a New Discovery, for Coniump*
15 00
Taking ceuaue *•
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
110 00
Insurance *•
lion, which caused him to procure a large
Fuel
250 00
bottle, that completely cured him, when
New building"
576 81
Doctors, change of climate and everything
Incidental A rep.
500 00
Int. on bond* •*
750 00
else had failed. Aathma, Bronchitis,
Primary money July 28 1,418 56
Hoarseneta, Severe Coughs, and all Throat
Dog tax fand May
'83 167 96
and Lang diseases, it is guaranteedto cure.
Non resident pupils for tuiton 6 no
John A. Laming,
8,000 00
Trial Bottles free at H. Walab’a Drug Store
Cltio & CollKtioUgnt, Hotuj Mic,
From Nat. Park Bank N.
30 00
Large alze $100.
will

buy

all

'

..

Attorneyi.

Van Dyk & Bird.
NOTICES AND INTRODUCTION OF

1883.

D. L. Boyd, Stc'v.

Batter, (I lb..
........
Eggs, f) dozen ...........
Honey, $ 1> .............
Onions, 9 hnshels .......
New Potatoes, 9 buehel.

•

J.

F. ft A. JC.
ARiuuLARCommunication of Unity Lodof,

®ur

v*

GEO. METZ, SR.
Haverkate. Auctioneer.
Holland, July 26,
' 25-4w.
G

of each week
Visiting brother* arecordlallyinvited
.
Tho*. MecMasteb, N. G.
William Baumc. artel, R. S.

• Mixod trains.
t Runs dally,all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains ran by Detroit time.
iiar&fhs.
THE FAST TRAIN :-Leavea Grand. Rapids at
1:15, p.m.; leave Holland at 2:00; Grand Janelion, 2:55; Bangor, 8:10: Bt. Joseph 4:00; New
Produce. Etc.
Buffalo,4:55; arrivesfn Chicago Liavxb Chioaoo, p. m,; New Buffalo, 7:25; St. Joseph, ( Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
8:10; Bangor, 9:00jf Grand Junction. 9:10; Hol- Apples, V bushel ........ • • • • • • •
$ 75
land, 10;00; and arriyes In Grand Rapids at 10:45,
Beans, ft bushel .......

gEACH,W. H.

A large house and corner lot situated at
the corner of Market and Tenth streets,
together with all householdarticles it contains, will be sold at public auction on Saturday, August 25, 1883. I also have a
pony phaeton carriage, to sell at the same

,

STEGENGA,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
A. P.

•*

1 ,

loan
Y.

-$11,101 50

•e ••••••••••

Deeeeeaeeeeea*

J

Kye9

'-specialattention

given to

collecting

ciaimv'-AIl business entrusted to
me will be faithfullycared for.

Tfmothv Seed. 9 bushel ..........
Wheat, white 9 bushel ............
T\OB8BURG. J. O. Dealer In Drags and Medtred
does, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. PhyLanc's'er
sicians prescriptions cartfniiypat up. Eighth 81 New Wheat, t> bus
XidieiiM.

U

A. P.

STEGENGA,
ZtiLAXD, Mich.

v.

Uk

EXPENDITURES.
For inenrance to P. H. McBride $ IK 00
H. D.Poat... 10 00

“

••

“ Janitor H. Tores

.......

$7*91

‘•Secretory .......... ........ 80 00
taking cental, H.Doeebirg 15 10
529 4i

Dovouwlah a beautiful complexion?
Then use Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. It cleaniea
and purifies the blood, and thereby removes blotches and pimples from the skin,
making It smooth and .clear, and giving U
’ a bright and healthy appearance.

filling a lighted lamp and

Ijolktil 4aS

was Immediately
enveloped in flames. A passenger, to prevent the oar taking fire, forced the blazing
man into a close compartment, from
whence he jumped through a window, and,
when the train was stopped, was found to*
be fatally burned and in a dying con-

f

HOLL\ND CITY. MICHIGAN.

dition.

Six hdndbed citizens of Oakland,

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
At

Boston of the credShaw & Bros.,
the assignee presented statementsshowing
the assets to be #5,262,000, and direct and
contingent liabilitiesamounting to #7,600,300. . .Cant Rhodes, after being warned by
the Canadian authorities,made an inspection of the whirlpool in Niagara river and
abandonedhis plan of imperilinghis life.
a

meeting

at

itors of the leather firm of F.

.

In a prize-fight near Pittsburgh Al-

a negro murderer from jail and
him by a public court, the Mayor presiding as Judge and the citizensvoting as
jurors. The prisoner confessed to an assassinationfor money, and the citizensvoted
unanimouslyfor Immediate death by hanging. A gallows was 'erected and the
prisoner was soon hanged, following
most 'of the forms of legal executions....
A case of yellow fever having occurred at
the navy-yard in Pensacola,Instructions
were telegraphed from Washingtonto
transferthe marine guard to Cape Anson,
six miles distant.... The South Carolina
Railway Company has expressed its willingMiss., took
tried

ness to furnish feee transportation to orbert Cavanaugh, of New York, “knocked ganized bodies of negroes who will agree
out” William Wagner, a Pittsburgh bruiser, never to return to the Btate.
in the fourth round In a “mill” at HunAt Winchester Crossing, Ky., a train
ter a Point,

L

I, Dempsey and Turnbull

fought twenty-three rounoa, the former beingtben declared the winner. . .Arthur W.
Blaney, late cashier of the American Loan
and Trust Company, of Boston, has been
sent to the penitentiaryfor seven years for
embezzling #4", 000. . .The National Convention of tiie anti-music party of the United
Presbyterian Church was held at Allegheny
being in
City, Pa, 2,100 ministersand elders be
attendance.
.

op the Kentucky Central road dashed Into
smother belonging to the Chesapeake and

Ohio line, the rear of which, containing 4(W
kegs of giant powder, rested on the crossing. Sparks from the wrecked locomotive
ignited the powder, and an explosion followed which shook the earth for mllea The
depot building, three cars and an engine
were blown to pieces, and an imaginative reporter save the debr.s was driven so high
Boston will shortly open an exposi- in air that it did not come down for ten
minutes. Two men were almost instantly
tion made np wholly of foreign produc- killed, and five others mortally injured....
tions, for which Congress passed a bill ad- Perry Celv was hanged at Greenville,& C. ;
mitting exhibits free ot duty. Exhibits will Taylor Banks at Scottsboro,Ala . and Deno
in most cases be attended by natives in Casut at Little Rock, Ark.
their national costumes. King Humbert
Reuben Roberson was lynched at
has forwardeda marble bust of himself.A
Spring
Creek, Ga Two other participants
group of fourteen Japanese women will
make wicker and straw goods during
during the in a horrible woman-murder, his comrades,
exhibition. . .For a specialpurse of #2,,000 had previously been lynched....Martin
Jay-Eye-See, at Rochester, beat his o
o wn Bradley (colored),for attempted outrage,
best record for 5-vear-olds — 2:15— trotting was taken from jail at Terrell,Texas, by a
a mile in 2:14, thusexcelling the record in
mob and hanged in the asylum grounds
the world
.

.

In a boat race at Sterling, Mass.,
Hanlan won, Hosmer taking second place,
and Lee third The difference between Hanlan and Lee’s time was four seconds and a
half.... Prof. & J.»Wilson, an eminent scholar
and divine of the United Presbyterian
Church, died at Sewickley. a few miles from

At a colored camp-meeting on the
outskirts of Nashville,Tena, the religious

A copy of the new oommeroial treaty
between Mexico and Germany has been published in Galvestoa By its provisionsGermans are to pay no taxes not levied on
Mexicans, and are to be exempt from military serviceand forced loans.

Pittsburgh,Pa. . .John Devoy, editor of the
WASHINGTON.
Irixh Nation* has served his term of sixty
days in the penitentiary at New York for
N. W. Fitzgerald, a pension agent
Mbeling August Belmont
in Washington,made a brutal attack upon
Judge J. S. Black died at his home Gea H. V. Boynton, the well-known corre.

A cable dispatch from London says
that Cetewayo,the Zulu King, has turned
up alive and well, though he

wounded

was

Death of the Eminent Lawyer
and Statesman.

severely

in his last battle with his Insurgent

John W. Mackey has been made people He has made a formal request to
guten Victoria,asking that she will A
rder a full inquiry into the treatPostal TelegraphCompany. He intends to

Sketch of Hi# Long
Career.

trusteeof a majority of the stock of the

(

.

Two

.

.

pany in PhiladelphiaMaster Workman
Shaw, of Rt Louis, L said to have piedic.ed
that the Brotherhoodwill be renewed and a
second strike occur within six months.
In Chicago a striker named

Adam

Snell is
held in $410 bonds for a brutal assault
upon John B. Odell, employed by the Western Union Company. In New York the
brotherhood voted to give the girls the first
opportunityto resume work. Twelve to
them secured situations, and forty-five men
were taken back, all of them signing an
agreementto abandon their organization.

#235, (XX)... .Notwithstanding seven days of
considerable apprehension,during which
weak firms found it hard to stem the commercial tide, the failures of the country last
week fell twelve in number below the scores
of the previous two weeks, which had been
182 for each week.

Eventful

people

a

wi h a destitute family, took a desk at a
reduction of #5 per month, a committee
called at the War and Postofflce Departments at, Washington and asked the diimrsanl
of clerks who were spending a vacationby
working wires for the Western Union Com-

and

ment

he has received at the hands of the
who are under her protection....
Oflh iul reports say the British wheat acreage is 13 per cent below last year’s average;
and fr< m repoits from 230 districts it is
learned that in onlv e'ghty-nine will there
bean i verage yield, while in thirty-tin ee
sectionsthe crop will exceed that usually
Democrat and a member of the Penn- harvested. . .'ihere has been seriousrioting
between the Catholics and Orangemen of
sylvania Assembly. He announces his symCcatbr dge, Scotland.
policemen
patbv with the tariff principlesof the assoreceived dangerouswounds. Mounted officiationand his determination to pursue the
same policy in the future which has marked cers dispert-ed the mob with twenty arrests...
Denis iienshawe,,an Orangeman, while bethe administration of affairs in the past
ing evicted from his house at Banbridge,
under PresidentJarrett.
Ireland, shot three .policemen. . .In County
The long strike of the telegraph op- Biigo, the Parliamentaryelection resulted
eratorscame to on end on the 17th ot Au- in a victory for Nicholas Lyfch, the HomeRule candidate, over Kouq O’Hara, the Congust On that day the ExecutiveBoard of servativecandidate . .Francis • Carey,
the brotherhoodof Telegrapherssent out
brother of the informer, was assaulted by
an cider to members to return Go work, and two would-be assassinsin Dublin. He drew
expressingregret at the, failure of the a revolver and captured both of the men,
strike. The manager of a Boston office taking them to the police station.
told a committee of the Brotherhoodthat
Assistant Postmaster General Hathe would select fifty of the best operators
from the strikers. ‘ One of the la ter, ton says that the surplus revenue of the Posthave a uniform rate of 1 cent per word to all
points reached, and to sell stamps for various amounts, which can be affixed to any
message. ....John Jarrett having* declined
re-election as President of
the Amalgamated Association of Iron
and Steel Workers, William Weihe was
chosen os his successor. Weihe ia a

Alexander & Taussig, sugar-dealers
fervor of the negroes caased white specta- at No. 27 River street, Chicago, made a voltors to tire twelve shots into the people, one untary assignment Their liabilities are
white man being killed and eight negroes about #W,00.». This disaster carried down
wounded.... Twelve stores and six ware- the house of Taussig A Hnmmerschlag, of
houses were burned at Crawford,Miss., New York, whose liabilities are said to be
causing a loss of 9100,0611

JUDGE BLACK.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

.

Department will probably exceed #2,500,000 for the last fiscal year, an advance
of #1,000,000over the surplus of the previous year. “The saving la largely due,”
says Gen. Hatton, “to the cutting down of
office

Jndge Jeremiah

8.

Black died at his

hom»

In York, Pa, after a week's illness on ihe»

August His death was as calm and
peaceful as the seiting of a summer's sun.
19th of

His two sons, Chauncoy F. and Heury, hla
daughter, Mrs. Hornsby, his son-in-law,Mr.

A R Farquhar were pie enfc
when he died. Just before Lis death h»
H( rnsby, and

spoke with confidence of the future, saying

Ms son Chauncey that he had no

to

fear of

crossing the dark river, adding: “I would.
thaD 1 were as comfortableabout what I
leave behiud in this wond” He spoke of
businessand privatematters to his son. aud.
in the midst of it would stop and refer tohis faith in Christ On one occasionhe
said: ‘•I would not have you think tor a
moment that I fear to oioss tMs river. I
have taken care to arrange for my future
over there, and therefore
reforedeath has no terrors for me.”
When Ms beloved wife knelt by his bedside,

and

comforting Mm with her sympathy
the follow-

love, he gave utterance to

ing prayer:
-uh, Thou beloved end most merciful
Father, from whom I had my being and in
whom I have ever trusted, grant, if it ba
the star-routeexpenditures incident to the Thy will, that I no longer suffer lM< agony;
exposure of the star-routering."
and that I be speedilycilled home to Thee.
Mortimer Hill went to his father- And Oh, my God, biess and comfort this my
Mary. ”

where his
wife was, and taking off his boots crept to
the window of his wife's room while she was
Iving in bed with her babe. Taking careful
aim h«
,e shot her in the breast, and immediately fired a ball into his own head and another into his heart, the latter wound causing instant death. The couple had been
married only a year, but lived unhappily
on account of HiR's drinking habits .....
On a ferryboat plying between Detroit and
Windsor, Luke Phipps, a bar-tender in the
former city, walked up behind his wife
Elbe, fired three shots into her body, and
she fell dead. Jealousy prompted the crime.
.Ezra Douglass, a printer,was killed by
his wife at Nebraska City, Neb., the
woman, who was Insane, then putting
a bullet through her own brain .....
At Cincinnati,OMo, Burt Bcheibelshot and
killed Miss Jessie Sttfbb, and then took bis
own life. Jealousy. .Silas Merchant
manufacturerof ice machines and water
in-law’s house, near Munoie, Ind.

.

.

.

Jeremiah Sullivan Black was descended
from a mixed aAcestry, composed yf tho
German and Bcotch-Irishelements. He was
born in the Glades, Somerset county, Pa,
June 10, 1810. His father, Henry Black, wasa man of prominence in Southern Penn ylvania, and was a me inter of Congress at tho
time of his death. Young Black ffuish :d hi*

,

..........

‘‘schooling” at 17, after having gained a fair

knowledge of the classics,mathematics,
and, above all most precious to Mm, a
thorough grounding in the knowledge of
English classic literature.When his school
days ended he went home to work on tho
farm, but his studies were not neglected,
for by the light of the morning fire ho
conned his Horace and V irgil, committingto
memory each day a certain number of lines.
Before he entered upon his professionho
had not only translated but learned'tho

.

.

whole of these books by heart.

Under Cnuuncey Forward he studied

.

.

became Chief Justice
of its Supreme Court in 1854 He was Attorney General and Secretary of State under
PresidentBuchanan. He participated in
nearly all the great cases before the Supreme Court, including the constitutionality of the Reconstruction acts, beside
being engaged in the Vanderbilt will case,
the Belknap impeachment,and the McGarrahan claim.
On the Stewart farm on Long Island,
jhtning and
forty sheep were killed by lightnin

law, and in 18J1 was admitted to the bar.
pipes, Cleveland, Ohio,
made When he was 28 years of age he married hi»
* pendent, and
was knocked down by the
Instructors daughter, she being 17. About
latter’sassistant Subsequently ex-CongressD. C. Leroy, an American cattle an assignment His assets ore es- this time he joined the sect kno wn as tho
timated
at
#150,000,
while
his
liabilities
will
man Pelham took up the fight and tiung dealer, spent two weeks at Casas Grandes
Campbellites or Disciples of Christ, with,
probably not exceed #100,00(X
Fitzgeraldinto the gutter.
whom he remained in fraternal relations tho
Mex., In on attempt to organize a bond of
By lire in the Eclipse lubricating rest of his life. Gov. Porter in 1843 apThe Treasury officials are very much Pueblo Indians to enter the Sierra Madrea
Frankpuzzled at the appearance of another coun- and rescue Charlie McComas from Juli’s refinery, at Franklin, Pa , nine tanks, many pointed Mm presidingJudge of the
lin, Bedford and Bomerset districts, and,
band.
H-*
offered
#1,000,
but
could
get
no
stills,
and
some
valuable
machinery
were
terfeit coin which is likely to deceive even
though a party fight was made on the apthe average expert It is a #5 yold piece, aid.... The boot and shoe factory of K. Mc- destroyed. , Loss #i00,0. 0. . .The temporary pointment, the unanimous approval of tho
and is worth #453 in gold. The counterfeit Creedy A Co. , at Montreal,valued with its embarrassment of Joseph F. Paul A Co., members of the bar decided the matter ia
stock at #100,(00, was destroyedby fire .... Boston lumber dealers,is announced.
is said to be the best ej^er made, and its perMs favor. This office he held with great
fectionhas created the grave suspicionthat News reaches Ban Francisco ‘ of great gold
Gen. C. P. Stone estimates tho cost credit for nine yeara. When the position
discoveries
on
the Yukon river, in Alaska
the Government dies have been tampered
was made elective he was chosen for tho
of the Florida ship canal, 187^ miles in short term, and filledthe Chief JusticesMp
FOREIGN.
with or an Impression taken from them.

several others were severelyinjured.

Placed side by side with the genuine #5

In York, Pa

born

in

,

Aug. M, aged 73

yeara

He

was

that Btate, and

THE WEST.
The bank safe

.

piece, the difference can scarcelybe detected
pleoe,

of J. T. Williams, of

Elie, CoL, twenty-fivemiles north of

Den-

has

eight is nearly
by any but experts. The weight
detected by the
the same, and can only be de
gold scales

ver, was robbed of #01,000 by a party of high-

thirteen men were being
hauled to the surface at a mine near the
town of Redruth, in Cornwall, the rope
attached to the car broke and twelve of
the men were precipitatedto the bottom of
the shaft ana- instantly killed
.The depositorsin the small London savings bank,
upon being refused their . funds on
demand, wrecked the premises and

While

It is stated at the Treasury DepartThe robbers found the banker in
.
ment
that, by reason of the vigorous action
the house. They compelled him to open the
of
the
Government
in
prosecuting
the
opium
safe, and afterwardtook him out on the
plains and made him swear that he would smugglers on the Pacific coast, the duties
not divulge the matter till the following collectedin Ban Francisco on opium during the police would not interfere
morning. The old gentlemanrespected his the last fiscal year were more than #1,000,- Thirty armed men stopped a Spanish railoath, and the facts were not known for 0(0 in excess of the collections from that way train near Barcelona,obtaining plunder
twelve hours. ....An Irish demonstration source in the previous year.
to ‘the amount of #10,000 ____ Italy and

waymen.

.

.

—

most acceptably for three years
Judge Black wap re-elected for fifteen
passage of two sea going steamersof the
years, but was compelled to resign after
first class, at #40,000, U0U The saving of distance between New York and New Orleans serving two, President Buchanan calling
him to the Cabinet as Attoftey-GeneraL
will be 500 milea
where he remained until ISbt1. His most
The official reporter of the Presi- conspicuous servicewhile holding this office
dential excursionparty sends word from was the protectionof the claims ic ide by

length, and sufficiently wide to allow of the

Camp Teton, Wyn

Ter.

tlrnt tUe party

were

:

enjoying excellent health, Ijpt were un- i
lucky as fishermen.The report, describing ;
the march fioui the preceding camp, says: |
“The course was in a westerly direction,;
river,
along the north side of thoe Gros VVentre
entre river.
Ogden's Grove, Chicago, . was
Morocco
are
having
a
misunderstanding,
A MECHANIC in the Treasury DepartThe trail was beset with few of those ’diffiattended
12,000 people. There
which will, without doubt, increasethe culties which the fortnight’s trails in the
National ment at Washington recently found bills troubles of the Spanish Government
were speeches, all in the
1 W'Udeme>8 has made so familiar. After
vein, by Thomas Brennan. Dr. Cronin, Con- aggregating #10,000 under a punch, but it is
In Ealing, Middlesex county, England, having climbed to the summit of a long
gressman Finerty, and otnera A declaration of principles of Chicago Irish-Americans claimed that they had beeen canceled A a private insane asylum was burned, five of hill, about five miles from Camp Arthur,
asked for a general
rai suppoi
support of the Irish young woman sorting paper in the base- the inmates and the proprietorperisMng in there suddenly burst upon the view a
ment found #400 in good money and took it
scene as grand and majestic os was
right of revolution against tyranny, lauded
the Philadelphia
Con- to the proper officer. Another discovered the flames and many others being seriously ever witnessed Below, covered with
Parnell,and indorsed the
PI
lovely
vention.... The Mayors of Fargo, Grand #25 worth of good revenue stamps in waste burned. ... .James 'McDermott, the Irish grass and dowers,
leader, of Brooklyn, was arraigned in Liver- vallev, manv miles in extent, through
Forks, Bismarck, Tower City, and James- paper.
POLITICAL.
pool and was remanded on evidence that he which threaded the river on whose banks
town have signed a call for a convention of
representative men of the region lying
A Washington dispatch to the Chi- had been seen examiningpublic buildings the last camp wax pitched Along the
north of the 46th parallel, to take measures cago Tim ft reports that Ex-SenatorMcDon- in company with Dillon, a convicted con- ! whole western edge of this valley, with no
spirator ..... Rome of the Spanish insurgents 1 intervening foot bills to olistr.ict'the view,
to protect the interests of North Dakota
The buildings and materialsof the United ald, of Indiana, has made his appearance have already been garroted by the King’s ; lowered the mognifleeutTeton mounts ns,
; their snowy summits piercing the air 8,(KK>
States Rolling-Stock Company, located at thereon a politicalmission; that “he (Mc- authorities.
tho nowlv-annointodfed> above' the spot where the party stood
the junction of Blue Island and Hoyne ave- Donald) has ascertained that Mr. Tilden is
’
t ^ ^ aPPomt*J in reverent admiration,and 14,000 feet above
nues, Chicago, valued at #500.000, were de- determinedto secure the nomination for
stroyed by fire.... The Directors of the the Presidency next year, and that impor- Minister to Corea, reports having secured the level of tj10 Bl>a it wag the voice of
Illinois Central road electedJames C. Clarke tant conferencesare' daily being held at at the capital a house made of wood and | every member of the party that that sight
paper, in the midst of hovels and filth. He alone would have fully rejiaid all the toils
President,and W. E. Ackerman and Btuy- Greystona
vesant Fish Vice PresidentsPresident
The Virginia Repulican Straight-out can only find pine boughs for fuel, and says and perils of the march.”
Ackerman declined a re-electionto tho
nearly all articles of fuel are brought from
Convention met at Richmond the other day.
Presidency.
other countries,... In the British H<ouse of
Washington monument now
A summary of the annual report of The platform adopted favors a strict ad- Commons, during a debate on the vote for weighs 70,000 tons.
the
expenses
of
the
Land
Commission,
Parthe Chicago and Northwestern Railway herence to the Republicanprinciples and nell declared that unless the deficiencies of
•rotectivetariff,indorses James u.
G. Blame
Blaine
Company is as follows: Road earned over protective
the Land act were speedily lemedied he
for the Presidency, condemns the action of
THE MARKET,
#24,000,000and spent as “expenses” about the administration in aiding Gen Mahone would lead a deeper and more desperate
agitation than any yet witnessed....
#20,000,000 In various wavs. The preferred in the repudiation of one-third the State
NEW YORK
took paid 8 per cent and the common 7 per debt, declares the power thus given Mahone Spanish newspaperslay the blame of the re- Beeves ...........................
# 4.90 & e.oo
bellion on the heads of French speculators
cent The road earned over 10 per cent has been used for the persecution of life- in Iberian securitlea The corruption and IlOOS .............................4.50 (<4> 5.80
Flour— Superfine ................ 3.25 & 4.25
The road has out about |7O,OJO,00O of se- long Republicans, that the power given by
rebellion fund raised is alleged to have Wheat— No. i White ............. 1.09 <ai i.oflto
curities, an increase of #5,573,000.Over 306 the administration to Mahone makes
No. 2 Red ............... 1.18 & 1.19
miles of new railway were built.... virtually President of the United States for amounted to #150,00(1..... The Russian
No. 2 ....................... 62 Vi (3 .MK
The Ycsemite stage was' stopped by three the State of Virginia, expresses unalterable Minister of the Interior has ordered Corn—
Oats—
No.
2 ....................... 38 (4 .381a
the enforcementof the decree prohighwaymen near Merced,
5d. CaL, and the opposition to one-man power in Virginia,
hibiting Jewish manuiacturersfrom Pork— Mess .....................14,25 «ii4W
P assengers robbed of #900 cash, watches and represented by Mahone, and calls the atteu- employing Christian workmen ....... Lard ............................. 8)a<y • 8i!4
jewelry....An incendiary compassed
' the ! tion of the administration to the results of
CHICAGO.
who renresentsthe Irish League Beeves— Good to Fancy
Steers.. 6.00 @6.20
destructionof the unfinished Passavant such
system in other States. .... Redmond,
in Australia, writes that his mission is provCommon to Fair ....... 4.(4) i«i 6.10
Hospital at Milwaukee, valued at 900.00(1 The Michigan Prohibition Btate Convention
ing successful... The electrical exhibitionat
Medium to Fair ........ 5.00 @ 5.45
The old building adjoining contained met at Eaton Rapids. They voted to raise Vienna was opened with great ceremony by Hoos ............................
4.'.K) @ 5.80
twenty persons, who were safely taken out $10 1.(00 os a campaign fund, indorsed the
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 5.50 @5.75
the Crown Prince Rudolph.
platform of the National Convention at ChiGood
to
Choice
SnrV
Ex.
5.00 @ 5.25
The car-shopsat Dayton, Ohio, paid
cago, declared in favor of constitutional
In the British House of Commons, Wheat-No. 2 Spring ...... ..... l.oila@ 1.0154
its workmen #75,000 in checks, for fear that and statuatory prohibition of the manuNo. 2 Red Winter ...... l.(Wl4@ l-Wa
the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
facture ot liquor as a beverage, arraigned
its messenger might be robbed in carrying
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 51 @ .51)6
stated
that
the
foot-and-mouth
disease
in
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .2C'4@ .#6,Vj
the currency one mile from the bank. the Republicanparty for bad faith in not
Fifteen hundred men quit work for this submitting the question to the people, cattle had been carried from England to Rye-No. 2 ........................ oo @ .61
reason, and paraded the streets with a brass and declared that the party is incompe- America, and that the Canadian cattle now Barley— No. 2 .................... 63 @ .68)$
Butter— Choice Creamery ..... :. .19 @ .21
band.... The war between the Illinois Cen- tent to deal with the liquor question. sufferingat Bristol had been in contact at Egos— Fresh ...................... 16)$@ .17
tral, Alton and Wabash roads has ended in The New York Btate RepublicanConvention Liverpool with iniected Irish animals.... Pork— Mesa ......................
12.10 @12.20
agreement to form a mutual pool Passen- will be held at Richfield Springs on Sept 19 Twenty-two students in Russian univer- Laud ...............................8 @ .84
ger rates between Chicago and St Louis The delegates will number 476. ... .A call for sities,about two for each institutionof the
MILWAUKEE.
igresa of the National Liberal kind, who have recentlybeen editing Wheat— No. 2 ....................1.02 @ 1.024
ive been
fixed at #8.70, which Is Mgher the next Congress
Eir
‘
Leagne, to be held
neld at Milwaukee, Sept 21-23, papers without the aid of the Imperial Corn — No. 2 ........................ r»i @ .6154
than have prevailed for several years
censors,are now starting on a press ex- Oats— New ........................ 28 @j .28!...
has oeei•n issued.
The Second National Bank of War59 @ .60
cursion to Siberia.... Eight thousand En- Rye— No. 2 .................
Official returns from 109 out of 117
Barley— No. 2 .................... 59 @ .60
ren, OMo, has closed its doors. K. M. Fitch,
glish weavers struck last week for an inPORK-Mesa ......................12. 00 @12.15
the casMer, admits having lost #80,000in counties in Kentucky show the following crease of wages.
Lard ...........................8 @ .84
vote
for
Governor:
Knott,
Democrat,
129,8T. LOUia
Mb. Gladstone,in the English
stock speculations. Bank Inspector Ellis, of
Cleveland, states that the institutioncan 191: Morrow, Republican,85,620; Knott’s House of Commons, emptied the vials of Wheat^-No. 2 Red ..............1.05 J<@ 1.06 Ja
Corn— Mixed ................... .45
.4654
pay all depositorsin fall within thirty days, majority,43,671. In 1879 the same counties
OAT8-N0. 2 ...........
26 @ .2054
while the stockholders must be satisfied gave Blackburn 42,775 majority. Tho re- his eloquent wrath on Mr. Heoly, not long Rye ............................ .55)4@ .56.
with about 30 per oent The treasurer of maining eight counties in 1879 gave a Dem- ago elected from Monaghan. At the close Pork— Mesa .......................
12.70 @12.75*
Tnunbnll county had #58,600 on deposit
ocratic majority of 1.142.
of Ms philippic the Premier declared he re- Lard .............................. 84@ . 854
George Hensen, a negro barber, Gov. Rusk, of Wisconsin, has pro- gretted that Mr. Healy had pleaded the Wheat-No. 2 RedCINCINNATL
.......... ..... LOW# 1.08
wrongs of Ireland as an excuse for remarks
524@ .53
of Cedar Falls, Iowa, by the aid of his white nounced for Laoius Fairchild for President, so - reprehensible. Mr. Biggar inter- Corn ...............................
Oats ............
29 @ .29)4
wife, abducted a young girl named Celissa and pledges the State for 40,000 majority for rupted the Prime Minister so often Rte ................................59
.60
severely PoaK-Mesa ......................13.50 @14.00
Codner, a cousin of the woman. The girl him. . .A Biermann has accepted a nomin- that the Chairman took
escaped, and on telling her story Hensen ation for Governor of Minnesota at the to task. Mr. Heal* replied defiantly.... Lard ..............................
toi .8)4
v
was arrested Just as Hensen had left the hands of the DemocraticBtate Central Com- The Prince of Wales will soon visit the
Emperor of Germany, and Win attend the Wheat— No. 2 Red ................1.10)4®1.1054
court in company with a Deputy Sheriff mittee.
autumn maneuvres of the German army. It Corn ...............................5254@ .63
»liminary trial, Lathan Codner,
after the pre!
Ex-Gov. William W. Holden pub- is thought that the French may take tuis as Oats-No. 2 ....... ..............27 4 @ .27)4
the father ot the victim, pi
DETROIT
beMndthe officer and shot Hensen so that lishes a card in a Raleigh (N. C.) paper an- on indicationof an alliance between Ger- Flour ............................4.00 @ 6.75
he died in half an hour. . .A loss of #200,000 nouncing his withdrawal from the Repub- many and England. .. .The executionsof Wheat— <0. l White ......... ... 1.0854#LOOM
was incurred at Moline,111, by the burning of lican party, and statinghe is not a member tbe four Spanish insurgentsergeants re- Corn -No. 2 ....................... 68)4# .64
ported some days ago appear to have been Oats— Mixed ...... ..............
35 @ .36
the mill and yards of the neater Lumber of the liberal party.
exceptionallyoruel and brutal Three Pork— Mesa ......................15.00 @15.50
Company. 8. J Keaier broke Ms arm in
INDIANAPOLIS.
GENERAL.
volleys were poured into them by fellow
two places while at work fighting the flamea
Na 2 Rea ............... L04 @104)4
had surrendered.... Wheat—
. .Millionaire Flood is about to commence
Mexican advices report that in the insurgents
Corn-No.
2 ....................... 475*# .48
work on a brown stone mansion in San town of Nacori,lieut Moreno, command- It is announced that the Pope has already Oats— Mixea ..............
26)4® .17
broken the tacit agreement recently enFrancisco, to cost #3,500,000, exclusive of
„
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
ing
a
detachment
of
Mexican
troops,
had
a
tered into with Prussia This important Cattle
...... ...... 6.65 ® 5.85
grounds.
Fair.;; .....
.....
5.15 @6.60
battle with a band of 15Q Apaches who had statement is made by the organ of BisTHE SOUTH. ,,- . ,
Common .......... ..... 4.70 @6.00
killed five of his pickets. The troous ran marc^.#> .Casamicciola,wMch was recently
5.65 @ 5.85
Neab Goldsboro, N. C., .the porter out of ammunition and were compelled to destroyed by an' earthquake, is being rapidly Hogs .............
BhRKP ...............
8.50 0 5.50
In a sleeping-oarcaused an explosion while retreat
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California Mr. Blanton was associated
with Mm in these labors When Judge
Black was made Becretary of State Stanton
became Attorney-GeneralThroughouttho
war he remained a staunch War Democrat
When Black retired from the Cabinet heresnmed the practiceof law, and few
have enjoyed so large a practice in the Supreme Court of the land as he. His manner
preme
was characterizedby eminent legal ability^
courage and skiR. He talked to the couxi
deliberately, without notes, and cited authorities from memory. The most important cases in which he was engaged were:
The Millikencase, the Vanderbij:>will ca e,
tho. McGarrahan claim, tho Belknap impeachment,and the electoral contest In no
case where public interests were Involved,

mm

as in the Milliken case, did ho take a fee for
services rendered
Judge Black was electeda member of tho

m

Pennsylvania ConstitutionalConvention
1873, ami was urgent in pressing the uee l*
of the legislative reform. He served without pay. Not onlv as a jurist, learned,exact, and apt, has he made himself known to
the people of the whole nation, but as a
writer of political and theological articles

he has won a place among the classio
writers of the ago His answer to
the strictures on Christianityby CoL
Ingersoll, given in tbe pages of ono
of the principal magazines in the land,
provokedmuch cr.tici m and praise. For a
time it was the topic of con .ersutionand
of leading newspaper articles, and its circu ation passed the boundaries of th*
United States into Canada and England,
where it was unequivo.uliy commended.
His last noted political paper was on “Monopoly," and the strong views he uttered,
backed by keen logic and biting voids;
were as rapturously applauded bv' his sympathizersas they were condemned by those
opposed to its views.
PersonallyJudge Black was imposing ia
his stature and maimers. Nearly six teet
tall, with shaggy eyebrows than in repose
gave him n stem aspect, his strong bodily
frame and erect carriage made Mm a remarkablefigure in any assemblage Though
noted for the radical vitfws he held in poll*
tics, he was a great social favorite, and Gar*
field. Carpenter,Ingersolland Blaine alwayt
sought him out when In Washington. Even
Thad Stevens defended him once in the
House, when attacked by some one on the

Democraticside.
lawyer as he was, statesman and scholar
of high ability, deeply read in literal.ire*
Judge Block devoted more time to the study
tnd perusal of the Bible than persons would
jbink possible His ideas of right and
wrong gained in the strict old school of
Presbyteriansremained with Mm throughout his life and make his character shine
with a brightnessthat mere culture or even

geMns could never produce He was an
American in every sense of the terra, tho
peculiarproduct of a oommunity whom, for
ragged strength and grand ambitions, tho
world kas never seen excelled

SINGULAR ACCIDENTS.
A sot crawled Into a mill at Lawrence*
Mase, and went to sleep on a very wido
belt When the machinerystarted he was
killed

Two Georgia boys were in swimming. Ono
them snapped a revolverunder tbe water*
and was greatly surprised when it was
was discharged and nia young companion was

of

killed

An

Illinois

snake charmer gaveapubllo

exhibitionwith a copperheadThe charm
didn't work, but the snake did, and weeks
elapsed before the showman knew that he
would recover.

C 0. Reynolds,of Marietta, Ga, had a
scythe thrown over his shoulder and was
riding « mole, The animal, fr ghtened at a
passing train, threw Remolds to the ground,
and the scythe took his head off.

11I1

v

.....

Klnjr broke forth into exclauntlon* of aston-

CASAMICCIOLA.

PASSING EVENTS.

HR. AND HRS. SPOOPKNDYKE.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
ishment and CTief. Signor Geuala urged
him to turn Eaok, on account of the diffiA rarncEN-POUl©muskalonge was
He**1 °f This ^inNsr^tingFamily I*
culty of the accent, but hit feeLag reply
Preparing to Squeeie Monopoly— The
i»ii>a8ter
first SatisfactoryAccount of One of was: “Jf others go §o can
ur.d in Black riTer, near Port Huron,™, j „My
Spnopenmakes all men equal.”
Ischia Calamity.
cently.
Most harrowing incid nts oocmrred en
dyke, hobbling into his wife's room ami
the Principal Disasters of
route. The few survivors encamped omong
An Ontonagon paper say» there were over throwing himself into a chan*
chair with a
the vineyft.dsmet the King witn piero ug Our Forests— The Cholera— Cheering 120 porcupines killed at a mining company’s
Modern Times.
ieHolnte expression of despair on his
fries for aid, accompanied by the most
AgriculturalProspects.
oamp in little over a month.
frantic gestures. The King askel S'gnor
visage. ‘‘My dear, there i.> something
Geuala whether the rescued property of the
tho matter with my foot, and I can’t
At
the
last
official
roll-call
there
were
15?
The Surface of the Earth Boiled Like wretched islanders was respected. The
The completion of the Northern Pacific
posts
of the Grand Army ot the Republic in make out what the tronble is.”
Minister replied that unhappily in many in- railway is fraught with vital interestto the
a Pot of Thick Hush.
’ May be it’s a stone bruise," suggestthis State and 7,528 members.
stances this hod not been the case. Yesterday eight ruscaln caught plunderiug among P«»Ple °f ““ Pai:li° 00“\ Hentofore,in
ed Mrs. bpoopendyke.
Michigan has 87,000,000acres of land, of
the ruins had been arrested and sent to the opening of the new routes,the Central
‘'That's all you know about it,” grnntEnormous Practical Difficulties Attend- Naples. Strict measureshad been taken to pocifio combinationhave been enabled, by which 30,000,000 acres are as yet unoccupied.
ad Mr. Spoopeudyke^.who was not to
• lug the Disposalof 4,000
prevent any one coming from tlmt city ! geographIoal other' influences,to so Bo, boys, don't go to Dakota yet
ho put oil' with sq.ftpitfll& disasterus a
without a permit from the authorities. 5 , * ,
Chelsea has purchased £0),000 pounds of stone bruise. “I tell you that I have
Corpses.
From Forio the King proceeded to Lacco i maintain fare and freight-ratesthat the new
Amwo, the upper pare of which township is routes afforded no relief to anybody. The wool thiq season at 20 cents per pound for got some trouble with my foot that
almost entirely destroyed.Here a thrilling completIon 0f the Southern Pacific, the unwashed,and 28 to 80 tor washed.
threateusmy life, and you stand around
[Naples Letter to New York Herald.]
incident occurred A fair-hatredstrapping
. HoT1tQ ~ *h«Tu».v*T
When the first news arrived that the towns Englishman,Mr. Louis Nesblt,was enthnsi- Atchison,Topeka and Santa Fe, the Denver A man in Vandalla, Cass county, is said to there like a cork in a bottle, and talk
astlcallypointed out to the King by the : and Bio Grande and the Atlantic and Pa- have dug a hole in his back yard into whioh about .t as though I hadn’t got one leg
4n Ischia^ a well-knownisland twenty miles
population as their savior, he having by his clfic, has in no case resulted in a reduction
from Naples, had been overwhelmed by an exertions rescued a number of lives. The of fare to California, for the reason that the he retreatswhenever there is a high wind. in my colUu as far as the hip."
“Are you sure it isn't a corn?" hazHe is a sensibleman.
earthquake Saturday evening, it waa natu-

oapt.

L

^nXmVeredMr.

|

.

,

.

rally believed that the accounts would

^

'

Completion of the Northern Paciflo'anew per pound for his wool lost year but kept it thing else; but I never heard of people
era will dawn. That road is under obliga- over expecting to get more. This year he
«
tion to nobody. It reaches tide-water with •old it togetherwith his new clip for 30 dying of
“No, it isn’t a corn!” howled Mr.
Its own line, and the Pacific ocean is free to
all It can make its own rates without tear cents.
Spoopendyke, nursing his foot and

them."

of reprisals in any direction. It can cut the
glaring at his wife with a mingled exHealth in Michigan.
fare to San Francisco to # <5— quite enough)
pressionof rage and pain. "What d'ye
by the way— and force its rivals to follow
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lansing, think this foot is, anyway; an agricultsuit or lose the business. It can make its
own freight rates, make its own contracts by observers of diseases in different parte of the ural district?
did you ever hear
with Pacific coast merchants—
other State, show the principaldlseasee which caused
of a corn thftt reached from the heel to
words, do exactly as it pleases, and the Cen- most sickness in Michigan, during the week
.

tral Pacific combination is powerless for
ending Ang, U,
either redress or vengeance.

All the adjacent villages are in
Green’s body was only recovered yesterday.
like plight Forio, the most populous place He had evidently been overwhelmed and
in the island west of Ischia, is completely suffocated by the debris, as the body showed

few 'marks of bruises, and had
sustainedno serious injury. The others
who were in the town and who escaped
were: Col Mackenzie,who has received
some bad bruises: Dr. Stoddard, Mm Green,
Mm Bnrff, with her daughter and another
son. The Rev. Mr. Barit had returned to
Naples for his Sunday’s servico. Many
into ladies are still lying unburied among tho

bling noise, which presently burst forth
one fearfulroar, as though heavy artillery
was being continuously tired in the immediate vicinity. In the next second the houses
were rocked about like boats on a boisterous sea, and then were shaken into fragments. A few, but only a few, inmate s
reached the open nir before the crash came.
The vast majority lay burled in the
ruins. For fifteen seconds the earih

wild updirections, many

tossed about with

in

all

of the

terror-stricken inhabitants flying
shrieking to the shore, where they were
overwhelmed in their flight and buried by
the falling tenements or the tremendous
quantitiesof debris flying about The violence of the shock once subsided, nothing
couid be heard but the shrieks of the
wounded and territied peopla Every light
had been extinguished. A dense elond of
dust, blinding and suffocating to the but
vivors, hung over the scene. To add to the
horrors of the situation, houses half-shaken
oontinuedto fall upon the miserable people
l seeking for shelter from the general ruin.
AT THE TI1EATEB—IN THE MOUMNO.
A survivor who was present at the theater
says: “Although we heard the rumblingas
though of thunder, it was not until the
surliest shake of the building that the audi
ence exhibited any alarm. In the flrst mo-i
ment there was no shrieking,although consternation was depicted on every face, but
as the opening shock was succeededby oth
ers still more violenta wild cry of despair
broke from most of thpse present The
lights were extinguished,debris and rafters
fell upon and all around us, and tho cries of
horror in many places gave place

very

more vivid
telegrams. At Gas-

Diseases in Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

bring it before the reader in still
colors than those of the

|

amlcciola there was a resident population of
4,000, an4 the

j

|

;

.

1

thre^ott^es iln m,)rn*nK

the survivors begin^torescue

00

town 4,0u0 people lie entombed. For a day
sents an indescribable spectacle,the derails or two many lingered in suffering. One by
of whioh are heartrending
one their cries ceased. In two or three
At Lacco Ameno the state of affairs seems days the progress of decompositionhas
to be, if anything, woipe than at Casamicci- made the work of seeking for remain! an
olo. Not a single building can be traced impossible task. This is the history of one
out of the mass of timber and stones which town. There were a half-dozen others in.
now marks where the prosperousvillage which similarscenes were witnessed upon a
once stood. The inhabitants living in this smaller scale. It was one of the most
spot were 1,593, but of all this number only appalling disasters of modern times
five are known to have escaped destruction.
of the houses
have disappeared hodlly,falling presumably

into the fissureswhen the earth opened.
At Fario the damage is not so extensive,but
it is still very great.
description of the movement of the earth.
The earthquake appears to have run across
the island from west to eatt, and, beside the
towns I have enumerated,all the adjacent
villages and hamlets have more or less
Butfeied. Theflbt and most fatal shock

the ruins, carefully laving out

that it took hours to rescue them, and when
at length the obstacleswere removed it was
in many cases found they had succumbed
to their injuries, while in a few instances
reason had given way under the fearful
strain. The clouds of thick dust snfiooated
many who weie not killed outright at the
first shook.
SCENES AT NAPLES— THE DEAD.
The scene here to-day has been of a most
distressingcharacter, Hundreds of persons
have arrived in the city in search of missing
relativesand friends, and make the mornful
round of the dead-houses in a frenziedstate.
Numbers disappointed here have gone on to
Gasomicciola, but all the dead bodies of visitors recovered are brought to this place for
identifleatioa Boats have been arriving

object of this associationis the preservation

slipperson.”
“That’s it," yelled Mr. Spoopendyke,
hauling off his boot and filing it across
the room. “When a man is dying of inflammatory rheumatism, it's a bunion !
You’ve got it ! A pain that starts iu the
toe, runs to the back of the neck and
ties in a hard knot over the spine is a
bunion 1 Show mo the bunion !” he continued, sticking his leg out straight and
pointing his finger at the offending foot.

“Take this digit in your

.

.

'2G,

.

,

The Cholera.
true that the cholera, which has
caused such dreadfulravages In Egypt, Is
not the genuine Asiatic disease, there is, of
course, every reason for believing that we
will escape a visitationfrom the plague.
The physicians who were first sent over by
France and England pronounced it Asiatio
cholera of the most malignanttype The
THE NATION’S SAFEGUARDS.
physicianspent from India into Egypt by the
British Government say the disease is nothGen. Dram Anxious^ to Have a Grand ing like the plague with which they are
MilitiaForce of 300,000 Men,
familiar In India There is & doubt, then, ai
to the character of the pestilence If it If
[Washington Telegram.]
Some unnecessary alarm has been created an endemic disease, there is no occasion for
alarm either in Europe or America; if it is
by a letter recentlysent by Adjt Geu Drum an epidemicdisease, it is certain to take
to the Adjuaut Generals of the several the grand tour around the inhabitable
States asking for information as to how long earth.
it would take to make up their quota of a
Cheering; Agricultural Prospects.
regular force of 200,000 mea It was thought
In the midst of a somewhat, to say the
If it is

*,

New

the

be

a

a

recovered •

Deputies. The crowd which

CURIOUS STORIES OF ANIMALS.
Three milk-white deer have recently been
seen in the forest of Washington county,

Alabama
A man in British Columbia has a cow that
dives for salmon, catches one, And {feeds it
to her young.

A Clinton (Ind) cat with a family of three
kittenshas adopted three young coons and a
flying sqtxlrttl
In the San Diego, (GaL) Courthouse yard a
brood of valley quail harre made their home,

and
1

are quite

tame.

^

John B. Gabkieb, of Lawrenoebnig, Ind,
a fierce fight between a turtle and a

iaw

large

Tbetnrtle-

1

'

_

supply at moderate prices, is such os should
insure popular content and tranquility. Indeed, the agricultural prospect is so hopeful as to constitute a silver lining to the
somewhat darker than ordinary olond that
just now obscures the horizon of trade and

commerca

TRUE STORIES.
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within its own jurisdiction.

g

prevalence.
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mieri, the Director Of the Yesuvlan Observatory, denies that this has been the case, und
attributesthe calamity, as he did the exactly similar one of IBSl, to a depression of the
iragile crust, undermined by the springs.
If this statement should be confirmed, the
future of Ischia is hopelesa No one will
dare to build, and visitors will keep clear of
a spot where at any moment the firm land
may sink beneath their feet This is a dismal fate.

lily-white hand

and place it tenderly on the dod-gasted
Whoopingcough
bunion before I die and forget what
Pneumonia .......
killed me ! Pick it out of the surround8
Inflammationof brain ..
5
24 Puerperal fever
ing anatomy!” he yelled, wriggling his
UjCerebro-spinalmentngltls 5
foot and bouncing up and down in his
Membranouscroup.
8
chair in a delirum o( rage. “Pluck the
For tbs week ending Aug. 11, 1883, the reports bunion from its mountain fastness on
indicatethat diarrhea increased, and that ton- the hoof of Spoopendykeand hold it np
Bilitis,intermittent fever, remittentfever, con. _____
_____
sumption and whooping-coaghdecreased in to the gaze of the same
area of
“Does it hurt — ?” commenced Mrs.
At the State capital,the prevailing winds dur- ! anoonftndvkflsonthimrlv
ing the week ending Aug. ll were northeast;
B
. .
and, compared with tho preceding week, the j “Hurt!” roared Mr.. Spoopendyke,
temperature was higher. the abaolute
from his chair and dancing
more, the rela ive humidity the same, and the ^
day and the night ozone
| around the room like a
ilea. ()i
Includingrei>orts by regular observers, and by course, it don’t. It tickles! Hurt I
others, dlphthcri. wm reported prewot doriotr j,,, a
my dear," and hia
the week ending Ang. 11, and since, at sixteen
places,scarlet fever at eleven places, and voice was low and tender, “Say, mj
measlesat fourteen placen.
$ear, instead of going to the country
Henry B. Baker, Secretary.
this summer we'll lay in a stock oi
bunions and wear ’em around for our
Michigan Crop Report.
health and recreation! Hurt!” he
The August crop report recently issued by
shrieked, breaking out in a new spot.
the Becretary of State, says:
“Hurt! It feels like a band of music 1
For this report, returns have been received
from 1,001 correspondents, representing738 That’s what it is, a bunion ! It took
townships. Bix hundred and fifty-two of these you to hit it! When I get time to fit

20

hourly throughout the morning packed

the Duke that where there Kerned any
chance of rescuingJive Ticthn| fne excavations would be continued
As he proceeded np Jill; each turn of the;
road disclosingfresh spectacles of woe, the

Our Forests.
The meeting of the American Forestry
congress was held at St Paul The primary

75
80
65
63
56
50
63
63
89
44
38
30
35
33
19
16
17
17
9
8
17
11
6
3
6
3

83
69
67
57
67
48
46
44
41
38
36
36
35
33
33
18
15
11
11
11
10
8

of our forests. Dr. Loring, United Statei
Commissioner of Agriculture, is its President and delivered the opening addresa
Among other things he said that the consumptionof pine lumber by lire and in the
was very great and suggested that the
was accompanied by a noise resembling arts
future supply might be obtained by allowloud thunder. The succeeding shocks were
ing an exhausted region to recuperate while
less clearly marked, but they served to exthe lumberman resorts to uncut sections
tend the* devastation and complete the
for the purpose of his demanda New
fearful panic that set in throughout the
Hampshire and Vermont are exhaustedof
greater part of the island The previous
their pine supply, and their spruce will last
weather had been splendid,but a violent
but seven and four years respectively at fo!ir Uorero/SunSB!OWn8hlP9 In the 8°nthern ,
storm set in the day following the disasters,
the
present rate of consumptioaIn
The rain which had been so general and con- 1
and this, accompanied by almost total darkMaine the pine wlR last hut four and spruce tinuousthroughout the State at the time the
ness, added greatlv to the horror of the
published ceased from the
scene, and rendered transit from the Island
Accordingto the record
to the main land very difficultIt is pointed
10 Htate Board of Health,
out os significantthat Vesuvius had been pas 300’ years; Pennsylvania,15 years; 1 it rained on flfty-seven of the ninety-two days
unusually active just before the shock.
Georgia, 80 years, Louisiana, 100 years; in May, June and July, the total amount falling
the future.
North Carolina, .50 years; Wisconsin,
the three months being 25.34 inches. Thd
The so-called earthquake of 1881, ih which
over 300 people perished and most of the
years; Mississippi,150 jears, Alabama, 90 810a inches. The last heavy rain began here,
smaller buildings in Casamicciola were deyears; Florida,c0 years; lexas, ~)0 years. ; gt Lansing, on the 20th and continued every
stroyed. was in reality a sudden collanse of
Exhausted forests can be restored in time, : day to and including the 37th of July. Previous
the soil The -present catastrophe is also

labor outbreak. Drum, however, declaresthat
with the dead and dying. In one Instance
nothing of the kind is contemplatedHe
the cargo consisted of twenty-fourlittle
simply desires to see the militia improved
children, some of the infantsall laid ont in
With the exception of Pennsylvania,
their white shrouds. These were taken to a
York, and Massachusettsnone
hospital and placed in rows
States would
able
Tuesday afternoon,July 31, two steamers of.
to furnish more than
handful of
trained men on short notice. The Adjutant
General desires to establish
national
of 200,000 practical soldiers.He
hundred bodies due* out of the nfinkhav# militia
thinks that it would be a good protection,
been buried in the old cemetery, and p new
one has been consecrated for the occasion and avoid the necessityfor increasingthe
regular army. He believes that the Governby the Monte Calv&rlo. It was soon found
ment can well afford to spend four or five
impossible to bury the bodies separately, and
millions in perfecting such an organization,
towards the last a large pit was dug, forty
and
one or two millions yearly toward mainieet wide, and tKe bodies castlflto It as they
taining it He does nptlook for war except
were
f
in the gemote -futuH : Tiie subject will not
THE KING’S PRESENCE
be mentioned in bis regular report/but will
The King arrived yesterday and made an
probatly furnish material for a special| reinspection of the ruins, attended by Signors
port to Congress next ^ftnter.
Depretis Mancini, Geuala, and several other

followed them was comparatively qdlct and
oelf-contained, and. In general, the only
sound heard was the half-suppressedsobbing
of women, who, at the time, pressed for< -ward, with outstretchedarms, crying:
“Maesta!Maestal*as if they expected the
mere presence of the King to bring immediate relief.
The exhalations were less offensivethan
yesterday, thanks to lime and water that
Lave been abundantly poured over the
ruins where putrefying corpses are too
deeply buried to be dug out This measure,
however, has created great indignation
among the bereaved, who still hope to find
their loved ones alive. The Duke of Ban
Donate made urgent representationson the
subject to the King. Signor Xlenala assured

triumphantly.“All you have get to
do is take your boot off and but \ our

1

.

and carrying away the dead, and placing
those still living under tho doctor’s core. It
was, however, so necessary to proceed cautiously for fear of injuring those beneath
the wreckage that only small progress could
be made, and at the fame time our hearts
were almost,sickened by the piteous anneals fof help. Some were so jammed in

•officialsand

The Ischia Calamity.

j

The wreck is complete Home

hail a

The mall accounts of the Ischia calamity

|

1

among

as follows:

j

harbor1 ^d*

? Which of your friends ever
corn that hurt oiear to the ear?"
and Mr. Spoopendyke touched his foot
carefully to tho floor and eyed his wife
narrowly to see if she noticed the expressionof agony on his face.
“If its acts that way it must be a
bunion 1" exclaimed Mrs. Spoopendyke
the knee

1883,

town was crowded with visitors. After a premonitory roaring the earth
1 Diarrhea ...............
began to roll and surge "like a pot of thiok 3 Intermittent fever .....
mmh,” and in an instant buildingsbegan to 3 Cholera morbus .......
Neuralgia ..............
crackle and crumble into heaps of rubbish.
Rheumatism. ..........
Great cracks opened in the earth, into
Bronchitis .............
ruins, and although the copious application which many houses disappearedbodily. It
7 .Consumptionof longs.
.
of lime has somewhat improved matters, was about 10 o'clockat night when the end
8|Remlttentfever .......
the odor is terrible.
came. A moment beiore, and a large town 9 Dysentery .............
HOUSES ON TOP OF EACH OTHER
was full of people, many already in bed. A 10 Cholera infantum .....
It is impossibleto describe the difficulties moment later, and not a single bouse was 11 Tonsllitis
met with in carrying out the work of exca- left standing, saving only a small church by I 13 Inflammationof bowels.,
vation. The site of the town is hilly, and the sea, and the roof was partly shaken off | 13: Influenza
the houses have been thrown on one that A few of the inhabitants escaped to 14 Inflammationof kidney. .
another, and here and there are yawning the streets only to be crushed later by fall- 15; Erysipelas
cracks in the ground. The catastophe is ing walla Dense masses of sulphurous ic! Measles....
17 Typho-raalarlivl fever....
absolutelycomplete, and it seems impossi- smoke and dust were emitted, in which
18 Diphtheria
ble to restoreCasamicciola There is not a
many were suffocated. There was not a 19 Scarlet fever
single house standing there except a little light left It was total darkness Not until
Typhoid fever (enteric)..

groans of agony as one after another
of the wounded fell. It was a terrible time. When the shocks ceased,
I crept with others out from the
wrecked building and made my way to the
ahora The dust was blinding. Several
times I fell over masses of masonry and
wreckage,and ugain I heard cries for help
from under the ruins. At the seashore
found others as terrified as myself seeking
to escape, and awaiting with terror any
further development of the earthquake
Seeing that matters remained auietwe went
back to help extricate and relieve the injured, but it was not until morning, when
the officialsarrived from neighboring towns
and the troops came from Naples, that
any adequate measures were taken to cope
with the difficulties surrounding us.
Then the sappers, aided by willing hands
from among the people, worked energetically

When

in

escaped

destroyed
The first shock of the earthquake was felt
at some time between half-past 9 and 10
o’clock Saturday night
THE EAHTH BOIUNO.
The first indicationof the coming disturbance. accordingto the evidence of several
survivors,was by a low, threatening,rum-

arded Mrs. Spoopendyke, timidly.
"Sometimescorns hurt worse than any-

A farmer of Reading waa offered 87 cents

—Mm

heavals

(

prove

^
____ ____
exaggeratedUnhappUy the fuller details pluck
ten then shook hands with Mr. Nesblt,
which have come from eye-witnesses and whilst the venerable Premier, Signor Deprefrom other sources prove that the earliest tid- tis, actually kissed his forehead. The people
ings wholly underestimated the extent of the around meanwhile cheered lustily for “Sor
Luigi*
calamity. In fifteen or twenty seconds CasENGLISHMEN.
amicciola, a town containinga resident popAfter the closest and most complete inulation of over 4,000, but at this season quiriesI am able to state, on the highest ofcrowded with visitors, was converted into a ficial authority,that there were only twelve
heap of ruins, and, though the number of English in Casamicciola at the time of the
lives lost has still to be ascertained with ac- disaster. Six of these are among the killed
curacy, over 4,000 persona are now believed
Durde and her son, Mrs. and Miss
to be ouried in the debris. Only five houses Robertson,Mr. Green, (a retired Indian
are left standing,and at Lacco Ameno, out Judge), and Charles Barff, aged 13, son of
of a population of 1,000, five people alone the English clergyman at Naples. Mr.

was

j

you up with a full beard~and a bottled
whisky I’m going to start a dispensary
with you ! If you’d only improve your
mind until you reached the standard of
intelligence of a moderate donkey
vou’d only need a stolen corpse and a
bad smell to be a first-classmedical
college

!”

“Say, dear,” observed Mrs. Spoopendyke, who had been carefully explor-

j

in the southernpart of the State was placed iu b. It isn’t a bunion after all. Here’s
shock. A correspondentin Lenawee writes on
the 2lst of July; • “Probably75 per cent of the a peg sticking out here about a quarter
wheat in this vicinity is in shook and capped, 6 of an inch. If |you will have that
per cent, in barn and 30 per cent, yet to cut. A
week of good weather is followedby one and taken out I don’t believe you will suffer
one-half inches of rain this morning and more any more.”
coming."
Mr. Spoopendyke jammed his hat
Wheat has been considerablyinjuredboth by
sprouting and discoloration, bnt only a very over his eyes, shoved hia feet into his
small amount has been entirely ruined.
cx»mtn*tlon o, the .pecrtl report., pabUehtd
Mow, shows that the white wheat, particnlarly started for the door with a wither
the Clawson,which Is the principal white variety ing look at his wife os he went out.
grown, suffered most from the wet weather.
don’t care,” murmured Mrs.
A large proportionof the corn on low, wet
the front door
land is entirely rained, and only on the highest, Spoopendyke,
divest soils can an average crop be expected.
alammed vindictively; “I don’t care.
The hay crop is large in quantity, bnt would
have been poor in quality even could it have If he has it taken out, he has to admit
been properly saved. At the time hay should that I was right, and, if he doesn’t it
have been cat, that on the lower lands was
will hurt him till he dies. I don’t
under water. A coirespondentin Clinton write!
July 30, that "water stands two feet deep where know whioh will l>e the worse for him,
the grass weald have cut one and one-half tons but he will have to do one or the other.*
to the acre.” Only a small projwrtionof the
crop has been secured in good condition.Other —Brooklyn Eagle.
crops have of course suffered from the excessive
>C
Some Remains of Prehistoric Nan.

!

witW

“I

as

estimate of the total yield in the State, prefer- Seal science has recently been made in
ring to await the retnrnsfrom the thrashingmachines, which will be reoeived about Sep- a ooal mine at Bnlly-Greuay, in the
tember.
French department of Pas-de-Calais.
In the southern four tiers of counties, and
also in the entire State, oats are estimatedto A new gallery was being pierced, when
yield 34 bushels, and barley 23 bushel* per acre. a cavern was broken into which discov*
Meadows and pastures are In fine condition, as •red the fossil remains of five human
is clover sowed this year.
Reports have been reoeived of tbs quantity of beings in a fair state of preservation ; a
wheat marketed by farmers during the month man, two women and two children com-

posed the group. The man measured
about seven feet, the women six feet
a swallow tie
and mills in theae counties. The total number
six inches and six feet, the children
dog’s open month with such force that the of bushels reported marketed is 113,011, of
dog narrowly escaped choking to death. which 33,413 bushels were marketed in the flreb four feet and rather less than this. In
or southern tier of counties;18,216 bushels in addition, some fragments of arms and
The bird was finally taken out.
the second tier; 12,343bnsbels in the thfrd tier;
A MAN in East Dougherty. Ga, has a front 29,801bushels In the fourth tier, and 18,239 bush- utensils of petrified wood afld of stone,
tooth which he plugged with lead with hia 'Ms In the counties north of the southernfour with numerous remains of mammals and
own hands over thirty years ago. He used tiers. At sixty-sevenelevators and mills,or 34
fish were brought to light. "A second
an awl to dean out the cavity,and packed per cent, of the whole najnber from which rethe lead in with the same instrument, after ports have been received, there was no wheat subterranean chamber inclosed the rebeating it out as thin as possible on an anvil marketed during the month.
mains of eleven human bodies of large
The total number of bushels reported marketed
The tooth is in a good state of preservation,
lu the twelve months since Ang.
1882, is 18,138,- size, several animals, and a large numand 1m likely to last as long as the maa
570.
ber of various objects, with some
Fob several days Mrs. John Malsby had
The outlook for aprles and peachesis becombeen keeping a nice pound-cake in her ing lees promising with each month. Below ore precious stones. The walls of the cave
bureau, whioh she was saving for the flrst shown the estimates as made on the first of each exhibited drawings representing men
preacher who miffht drop in. Imagine her of the months of May, Jane, Jaly and August fighting with gigantic animals. Owing
for each division of the State, the comparison
surprise, when she opened the drawer, to
to the presence of carbonic anhydride,
being with on averagecrop
find a highland moccasin two feet long
APPLES— PER CENT. OF AN AVERAGE CROP.
a third and larger chamber, which apcoiled np on her nice white cake. The
Divisions. May. June. July. Aug.
peared to be empty, was not searched.
snake was killed and the cake thrown away. Northwestern,,
93
75
84‘
How the snake got there Is a mystery.— Northeastern ......... 93
93
69
61
If the discoveryhe genuine, it is of the
93
63
Central ................ 93
87
Walton (Ffcx,)iV«ci.
greatest value as evidence of the Exist93
51
western ........ 95
84
Db. J. K. Barnum contributesto our Sooth
ence of prehistoric man, and it will also
83
Southeastern ......... 88
museum a cucumber four feet in length and
- 1
go far to support the ancient tradition
a perfect representation of a snake coiled
State.
41
of the colossal stature of our. remote
up. It measures four and half inches
PEACHES— FEE CENT. OF AN AVERAGE CROP.
around the body and gradually tapers to
Divisions. May. June. July. Aug. progenitors.
the tail The mouth arid eyes are plAidy
As THE dog
Elizabeth,N.

4,

98
:

61

m

A

<

DARKEY

-VV.

Woloott. N. Y., Aug. 20, 1882.
Gontlerneq—I have been a great suffer-

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Saturday, August

er with rheumatism and copstipation:
have heed almost helpless and unable to

Editor,

1883.

25,

[omcuul
Boar! of Edaoation.

Holland, Mich.,

Auir. 20, 1888.

Adjourned meeting of the Board of Education was held on Monday eve., Aun.
20th. Board called to order by the president.

dress myself alone. I, like thousands of
others, tried many remedies I bad seen

Hardware

largely advertised,in the hope that I
might find some relief, but never until I
used the Rheumatic Syrup did 1 find anything that seemed to hit my case in the
least, and 1 confess that when 1 did finally consent to try your remedy, I bad
no faith al all In its merits, but I was very
hapily dlssapointed.To-day lam entire
ly free from pain, and can dress myself
alone, and can get around better than I
have for a long time, and I have used the
medicine less than four weeks, and I can
truthfully say that it wilt do all and more
than you claim for it. I am yours truly,

-

and 2

p.m. Sunday

School

8

:30. Weekly

prayer meeting with the Third

Church, on Thursday, at

7

Holland,

Reformed

50.

Mich.

We

have the exclusivesale, for Holland and

Third Reformed

are welcome.

Church—

Rev.

D.

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m.,

and 2 p.

m.

Sunday School at

8:45.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “Blind Bartimeus.”Afternoon,“Justification.”

WHOLESALE COST!
J.

warranty we endorse in every particular,where

For Sale.

Four and Eight Cent Counters will be Opened

used according to- directions. We also have

To parties wishing to engage in business we will sell whole stock and fixturesat a
bargain and on easy terms.

LESTER & WOLF,

Alabastine,

G. J. VA1&

Paint Brushes,

Special Assessors Notice.

MASTER

ETC., ETC., ETC.

Oil &

Steketee,Cbailes A. Dutton, Wm. J. Scott,
“Blessed are the Mrs. A. Lefebre, K. Scbaddelee, Maria
merciful.”
Torn, T. R. Beck, C. P. Becker, E. J.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— -Ser- Harrington,Jr., Frank 8 Royce, R.
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2 and 7:30 p. ra. The Kanters, Jacob O. Doesburg,Gerryt Slenk,
services will be conducted by Prof. G. First Reformed Church, Dallas M. Gee,
J. W. Bosman, Elizabeth N. Parks,
Boer, of Grand Rapids.
Jacobus ScbooQ, Derk te Roller, Jacobus
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. Nibbelink, Jacob Van Putten, Benjamine
George, Pastor. Services at 10 :30 a. m., Van Uaalle, John Roost, Hermiua Pessink,
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m. R. Schilleman, Dingoman Vershure,
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30. MeindertAstra, Evert Everhard, Cornells
Subjects: Morning, “The religion of child- Dok, J. H. Siegink, C. P. Becker, John
hood.” Evening, “Vain glory.” All the R. Kleyn, Isaac Cappon, G. W. Hopkins,
seats are free.
Hendrik Vechter, Hermanus Doesburg,
and City of Holland.
Lake Shore Item*.
You and each of you are hereby notified
Corn and potatoes are suffering for the that special assessmentrolls, for the imwant of rain. This is a very disastrous proving, grading and graveling of Ninth
street special assessment district has been
year for farmers.
reported by the Board of Assessors to the
A Fiiw days ago n child of Ault Zngers, common council of the city of Holland, and
about four years old, fell backward into a filed in this office, and that the Common
pail of scalding water, and died from Council has fixed upon the 28lh day ol SepJhc effects in a few days.
tember, A. D. 1883, at 7:30 p. m., at the
A caiLD of Mr. Baker fell from a swing Common Council room, in said City, as
the time and place when and w here they
recently and broke its arm.
will meet with the said Board of
Last Sunday morning Ernest Souter Assessors to review said roll.
brought bis face to contact with the busiBv order of the Common Council,
GEO. H. 81PP, City Clerk.
ness end of a honey bee. In about two
hours he resembled a profession’llbase
ball player, after an interesting game,
both eyes were closed. His face resembled
^tUwtfefMfntiS.

Theme:

.

$fU!

a fall

The

old bachelor I spoke of a short
commit matrimony,
was married last week. A few evenings
after the wedding he invited (be young
folks to a reception. Refreshments were
served with just a trifle ot “tangle foot.”
A person passing the house about 10 p. in.,
reported two young Americans singing a
song at the top of their voices, while at
the same time two young Hollanderswere
endeavoringto sing a Dutch hymn. Your
correspondent
9D
would infer that they had a
Uncle Bill.
“regular picnic.”
time ago, as about to

The

best medical authorities acknowl

edge the great value of Ayer’s Cathartic
and frequentlyprescribetheir use

with the utmost confidence, well

'

we

sell

Vapor Stoves,

them

that they are the

KANTERS

Holland, Mich., May

&

SONS.

moit

knowing
remedy

Drain Notice.
i

VfOTICE is hereby given, that on the 10th day of
i.X September, A. D. 1883. at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon,at the house of B. De Haan. in the
Township of Blendon,in the County of Ottawa,

I

present for the porpowoflettiugcontracts
for the construction of a drain In said Township,
described as follows: Commencing at a point on
the North line of Section 19, Town 6 North, Range
14 West, 70 rods East of the M post on said line,
and runs West along said Section line 231 rods to
will be

the Northwest corner of said Section 19. The
above described line being the North bounds of
the Rchutt Drain, of Blendon Township, the
width of said drain Is three lee t on the bottom,
and slope of sides 8 Inches to one foot rise, the
depth of said drain Is 2# feet at the commencement and at other points as marked on the grade
stakes; that at Jhat time I will let contractsfor
the construction of said drain by sections,to tne
lowest responsible bidder or bidders. Also take
notice that I will then and there, at the time of the
letting of such contracts,be present to review all
assessmentof benefitsupon the lands upon which
said drain is to be constructed, and assessedlor
the construction thereof.
Dated at Blendon,this 18th day of August, A. D.
HORACE B. ATWOOD.

1883.

Township Drain Commissioner for the Town-

Genuine Cyclone

Dry Goods & Groceries,

ship of B endon, in tho County of Ottawa.

NEW FIRM!
p.

given that I. Fred. L. Souter.

Township Drain Commissioner of the Township of Holland, County of Ottawa,will, on the
4th day of September,A. D. 1883, at the house of
Mrs. D. O’Brien. In said Township, at lOo’clork In
the forenoon, meet parties lor the purpose of lotting contracts for the construction of a drain in
sain Township, known as Drain No, 8fi of said
Township, describedas follows: Commencing at
a point 20 chains South and 16 48-100 chains V\ est,
of the Northeastcorner of Section2, of Town 5
North, of Range 16 West, and running thenco
South 60 degrees 30 minutes East 141 rods, thence
South 35 ft grew East IP* rode, thence East 1.52
rods, thence North 88 degrees 30 minutes East
168 to a point where said line Intersects Pine
Creek, on the Southeast 54 of the Southwest X
of Section 6, Town 5 North, of Range 13 West,
and that I will then and there proceed to let contracts for the couxtructlon of the same by sections,
as I have appointedand divided the same Such
i

contracts to be let to he lowest responsible bidder
who will give adequate security to do the work ac
cording to the spi-ctflcationsmade by me, and
now remaining In my office, within such time as
shall be specified in such contracts, the undersigned reserving the tight to reject any and all
bids Notice is also hereby given that at the time
am) place of said lettingof contracts, the assessment of bAeflts made by me will be subject to review.
Dated this 21st day of Angust,A. D. 1883.
FRED. L; SOUTER,
Drain Commissioner of the Township of Hol-

Have just received

rangements of

the

*Mw

CO.,

Dew stock of

a

Skirts, Hosiery.

which they

will sell at the lowest prices.

Jit, U

l

UlLli

i

Uli

U/

Every person

Our popular wagon manufacturer

,r,

purchasing

Baking Powder at my

store

winning

SET

!

“O
Goods delivered free
14,

of charge.

1883.

7-ly

AND—

I
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W

GROCERIES,

AND

Open and Top

I

Maine.
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11

Buggies,

Ule is sweeping oy, go ana
dare before you die. something
And a nice assortmentof Baggies for Farmers
mighty and sublime leave behind to conquer time." 60 a- and Tradesmen are on tbe way coming.

week In yourown town. $5onf
fit free. No risk. Everything
new. Capital not required. We will furnleh you
everything. Many are making fortonee.Ladies
make ae much as men, and boya and girls make
great pay. Reader, if you want business at which
you ran make great pay all the time, write for
particulars to *1. HALLETT A CG.« Portland,
!

Iffi

WYNHOFF

h a not,
WM. TEN HA6EN, nU rnl
L % I
r
!

and Examine.

Call

Also keeps on hand a line of

Holland, June

— *—

and will not be undersold by anyone.

only.
B.

in-*—

J. Flieman
OffVra hits Bupcrlor made wagons Just aa cheap as
anybody sell them In Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

Better wagon in everyway,

CHlHA TEA

1883.

DRY GOODS.

The Vanderbiltfamily are regaled over

hand.

Call!

At the store opposite the “ Oitv Mills.”
P. PRIN8 '& CO.
Holland, March 28,
8-ly

Farmers.

CROCKERY

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

Give us a

the chance

is

for

and complete line of

full

an elegant

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

'-‘—dealersin—*—

White Goods,

will stand a chance of
Highest market prices paid for

How

in endless variety.
A

I

stomach, liver and bow-

,

always on

— ^-dealer

els.

folio wing

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

iW

effectual

A Good On* on Vft&dirbUt-

B. WYNHOFF,

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

I

land.

prieT &

Having lately re opened the “City Meat Market"
the First Ward, wo kindly invite the citizena

Drain Notice.

Etc
VTOTICE is hereby

In

1888.

1st, 1883.

Drain Notice.

ever devised for diseases caused by de-

the

at reasonable prices.

R.

Mad*

From the PUUttetd (Mau.) Fault.
of this city to give us a “call."
Stone lu tho Bladder la a very dangerone ailment ;
Wo Intend to keep our market supplied with the
but many mo?t remarkablecorea have of late been
wrought by “Kennedy '• Favorite Reraedy"-the best and choicest meats that can be procured.
invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout, N. Y. Another striking case la now added to the Hat. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Maaa., states in a letter
We make
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubledwith
bladder complaint for 14 yeara, and had consulted
at differenttime# seven physicians; but nothing
beyond temporary allayment of the pain had been
worked. Towarda the end ot last January Mr. and can assure our patrons that the Laid purLawler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Sonndine him the
doctor “struck stone." He decided that Mr. Law- chased of ua, Is perfectlypure and of fine quality.
O. J. VAN DUREN A CO.
ler should firsttry the “Favorite Remedy, " so aa,
if possible,to avoid an operation. And here is the
Holland, Mich.. Feb. 15.
*—
remarkable result: “Dear Doctor Kennedy-The
day after 1 name home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
see the stones I will send them to you," Thia letNOTICE Is hereby given that I. P. L. Souter,
ter bears date “Dalton. Mas*., Feb. 6th.’ and is
signed “Peter Lawler.” Tbc atone.*, wnich are so Drain Commlssioner'ofthe Township of Holland.
County of Ottawa, will on the tt'-hdavofAugnat.
1883, at the house of Klaas Maslenhroek, In said
township, at ten o'clock In the forenoon, meet
nedy’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also parties for the purposeof lettingcontrarts for the
states that the “Favorite Remedy" at the same construction of a drain in said township, to be
time cured him ol a atuborncase of Rheumatism; known as Drain No. 33, commencing at a point 40
and it la a fact that In all effectionsarising out of rods north and sixteenfeet east of the section
disordej of the liver or urinary ergan* it is a search- corner common to secliona 17, 18, 19 and 20. of
ing remedv and works marvellousbenefits. It is Township 5 north of Range 15 west, and running
in Itself almost a medicinechest. Order tt of your thence south 2 degrees east 98 rods, thenc- south
53 degrees west 85 rods; au8 that I will then and
druggist. Price #1.00 a bottle.
there proceed to let contracts for the construction
of the same by sections as I have divided it, such
contracts to be let to the lowest responsible bidder, who will do the work according to the specificationsmade by me and now remaining In my
office, and ho wlll'givegood security for the peris going on in the stock of
formance of the snine within th*1 time to he specified in such contracts.theundersigned reserving the
right to (eject any and all bids. Notice is also hereby given, that at the time of said letting of
at the store of
contracts the asseesmeut of benefits made by me
will be subject to review.
Dated this 15th day of August. A. D.. 1883.
FKKD L. SUITER.
Drain Commlutioner for the Tounihlpof Uolland.

moon.

Wm. E. Ogden had a sheep killed and
another one terriblymangled by dogs the
other night. I would surest to our law
makers that they pass a law, prohibiting
the keeping of more than one dog to each
forty acres of land, although the law
might be so modified, so that those of us
who are very poor might be allowed to
keep two.

Pills,

•

tods 1b tbs

of S

her— Large Stones Removed by Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy.

Garden Tools,

VAN DJJREN&CO., Prop's

G.J.

MarvellousCure

VEERE.

Wm. VAN DER

Meat Market,

City

White Wash Brushes, °fiM*
JOHN SPI

Wm. Ten Hage, Jaeelmina Westveer,

DUREN.

NARROW ESCAPE

Holland,

City of
?
Clerk’s Office August 7th, 1883. \
To E. I). Blair, Isaac Kramer, Willemina Boot, Engbertus Van Der Veen, Mrs.
C. Schols, Wm.Verbeek,Simon Reidscma,
Bonsje L. Gceilings,H. Meyer, Nina
Koning, H. Meyer & Co., Steketee & Bos,
Dirk R. Meengs, P. &. E. Winter, Mrs.
W. C. Nibbelink, Dirkje Hofman, Antonie
Mecrman, Hermanus Boone, John Pessink,

Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— John Alberti, Robert B. Best, Pieier
m. Sun- Koning, Roelof Oostema, Klaas Van
Refrigerators,etc.
Haften, H. Wykbnizen, Mrs. A. Van Ry,
day school al 3:45. Subjects: Morning,
Estate of W. Van Defiaar, Rokus Kanters,
“The third temptation.” Afternoon, E. J. Harrington, Charles Scott, Andrew
Always on hand, In endless variety, and
“Christ and Christians.”'Evening, prayer-

^

!

cheaper paints for barns, fences, and outhouses.

First

&

W. BOSMAN'S BUILDING.

customer by the Pitkin Paint Company,which

Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p.

meeting 7:30.

FIRST-CLASS

nod warranted as represented.Come early while assortment is good, and remember
that ail goods will be sold from 25 to 80 per cent less than

of all colors. This paint la warranted to the

28-tf.

Subjects: Morning, “Having eyes but

choir. All

.

of an over stock.

STORE OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE.

.

led by the

GOODS

on account

cost,

vicinity,of the celebrated

A good farm consisting of 250 acres, 170
Morning, “The centurion’s faith.” After- acres improved land with fruit ol all kinds
noon, “The glory of Christ in His work on the premises. The land is located
about 4 miles northwestof this city. Will
in the sinner's heart.”
be sold on easy terms. Inquire at the
Hope Reformed Church— Services at News Office, or of James Cornford, at
10:30 a.m., and 7 :30 p.m. Preaching by tbc place.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 7, ’83
27-3m
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.

things earthly.” Congregationalsinging

ALL

We also have the exclusive sale, for Holland and

Subjects:

seeing not.” Evening, “The vanity of

To be sold Inside of Thirty Days, regardless of

111

Meengs.

R.

Ranters & Sons,

vicinity,of tho celebrated

—

Dirk

Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. in.,

prices that defy competitionat

AND HATS AND CAPS AT HOLLAND.

L

Members present: I. Cappon, E. J.
Harrington,P. H. McBride, and T. J.
Boggs.
The regular order of business was susJames Wright.
pended.
The annual statement of the committee
Notice to Teachers..
on Claims and Accounte was read and
adopted and ordered to be published in
The examination of teachers for certifl
the Holland City News of this week.
cates to teach In the Public Schools of
A committee consisting ot W. H. Beach, Holland, will take place in the High
P. H. McBride, and Geo. P. Hummer was School room of the new school building,
appointedto assign the teachers to their on Saturday,Sept. 1st, 1883, commencing
T. J. Boggs, Secretary.
rooms at the beginningof the new school at 8:30 a.
year. Adjourned.
T. J. Bogos, Secretary.
All parties indebtedto the undersigned
are requested to. make satisfactoiy settle
Church Item* with the Service* for ment within 80 days from date, after that
To-morrow.
time I shall give all unsettled claims into
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M. the hands of a collector.

m.

Dry Goods, Clothing, Notions, Boots and Snoes,

Of
at

ALSO AGENT

FOR

'

BATH PLATFORM SPRINGIWAGON

«-1j

WORKS.
FLIEMAN.

Holland, Mich.

,

J.
April 14, t8h8. 20-ly

CHOICE LIQUORS 1883. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1883.
CROCKERY.
IvtlHiLllTEH/ir
FINE
hand

NOTIONS

anecdote: At Saratogo on

one occasion, when sitting on the piazza

and

a somewhat overAs we have just started in busiuess in
dressed lady approached and claimed his in this city, we have on
of the Congress Hall,

NEW FRESH

acquaintance. The commodore rose and
talked affably with her while his wife and

of the beat quality, and we
daughter sniffed the air with scorn.
at current market priced.
“Father,” said the young lady, as the

CLOAKS & FANCY GOODS.

GOODS
will sell

them

'

commodore resumed his seat, “didn’t you
remember that vulgar Mrs. B. as the
woman who used to sell poultry to us at
borne!”

complete and we

sell

large and very fine

Bonnets, Hats, feathers,

POOL ROOM

pur slock of

is

»

A

at bottom

figures.

in

FloweiK, Ribbona, Drew and

connectionwilh my place of business.

^

*

“Certainly,” responded the old gentle-

man

promptly, “and I remember your

mother when she used to

sell root-beer at

8 cents a glass over lu Jersey

when

1

prices for

will

etc.

Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes;
went
Seeds, etc.,

np from Staten Island peddling oysters in

my boat” This is vouched for by a
tleman who beard the conversation.

BUTTER
and EGGS.
We
pay market
Batter and

gen-

OJLTJIj

A.N3D

>

SEE US.

PETER STEKETEE
Holland, Mich., July

19,

7-ly

.

my

place of

bush

nesa, one door east of the City Bakery,

ON EOHTH STREET.
Wm.

A CO.

1838.

Don’t fail to drop into

Holland. Mich., May

TEN HAGEN.
10,

1838.

14-ljr

Trimming Silk, Satin

Vel-

Embroidery,Neckwear, Laces, Veiling,
Ornament*,Gossamer Circulars, Dolmaus,

vets, Crape,

.

A

'

Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Hoopskirts.

full line of Infant’sWear. Infant’s Robea

and Cloaks, a specialty.

L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
BTOKTH 8TKBBT.

-

Z20X*Z*A NX*.

MiqgL,

Quite

JOTTINGS.

a

Henry Hospbrs,

prominent wedding is to take

place in Zeeland ahortly.

Tbb Public Schools of this city opens
Monday.

day.

ances.

The schooner Wollin, of

this city, is in

ids, is visiting

needed repairs.

of this city.

,

The Reformed Church of
have extended- a

# of

call to

According to the Fennville DUpateh
large number of Fennvllleites will visit

Rev. A. Buursma,
a

Dust, nothing but dust the

week.

for a

It

made

We

first part of

A number of our citizens attended the

the most skeptic sigh

ven

Otto Breyman, has been papering and
week

Thh

were from.

The

to

say whether

our "sol-

a

and report hav-

good time.

IFAIiETOTS, JEH/SEYS,

And Walking Jackets

-

of a

it

Hope, wife

and

5th.

.

We acknowledgereceipt

copy of the premium list and

a

com-

North Muskegon. —AfetM and

The

finest musical

program of

Board of Education. The receipts of the

merchant

of

W. Wurzburg, dry

Grand Rapids. Read and

this

re-

Park

last

Friday evening, but on account

ever shown in

A Sanitary Convention was held in
Muskegon this week. A number of ad-

Having carried NO Cloaks over from LAST YEAR,
our Entire Stock is new and comprises all the Latest Styles
of Foreign and Domestic Manufacture.Ladies’ Cloaks of
every description, from $4.00 to $60.00. Childrens’ and

Hav-

Office at Holland,Mich., Aug. 23d, 1883:

bushels to the acre and the most of this is

Chas. Bushroe, Wilber Ccrtin, P. Curson,

in his city.

Grand Rapids.

to reports the

member that Mr. Wurzburg advertises pected before threshing. It Is said that
nothing but that which is reliable. Call the average yield will not exceed six
end see him when

List of letters remaining in the Post

of very poor quality. The oat crop will Alfred Klinkenberg, Mrs. Norris, W. A.
enterprisingfirst ward butchers, be quite large.
Pattison,I. Schuhane,Mrs. E. Tuttle
Messrs. Van Duren & Co., have been
Miss Louisa Voortman.
Last Friday afternoon two ladies,who
making some very marked improvements
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

The

among which is a new were out for a drive, met with an accident.
Last Monday a search was made, by
will have some extra The horse became detached from the bugfioeveal on the blocks to day. Go sec gy In some manner and left the ladies sit- our officers, of the residenceof Rev. (?)
ting in the buggy more frightenedthan Trowbridge for property that has been
them.
hurt.
uun. Th,e
me horse
uuioc was
wu» recovered
icwvciou by
uj a» stolen in our city during the summer.
Metz’s tannery, located on the
wllobelpc(ithe[nout of ,hetr Nothing was found, however, and the
elde of Macatawa Bay, has been sold t<* rtUlie,pecullardilemma.
reverend gentleman was released

in their shop lately,

marble slab. They

Chicago parties.The new owners intend
of

the last session of the

Common

have already purchased additionalyard

Council a committee was appointedto in

room. They

vestigate as to the best place to procure

will not take possession of

the tannery, however, for
'

^At

the tannery and

to give our customers all the

duces, at the very

some time

LOWEST PRICES. We

The

guests at the Park

highly of the

House and

par-

Macatawa Ptrrk speak very

open

some time

F.

air concert given by

the band last Friday evening, and they

Canal and Bronson

past.

are pleased to inform

our

\

readers

FIRST

Sts.,

W. WURZBURG,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

WARD

QRUG STORE.

Have received a new atock of

intended to do something in regard to this start business at once, and, as he is a firstvery importantquestion and we know of class blacksmithand horseshoer, we have
no reason why the matter should not be no doubt but what he will succeed in

HIT DODDS,
ii

pushed.

building up a large and lucreative bus
It
-Dealers inone of the very finest attracAt a meeting of the electors of the ness. We wish him success.
tions at our summer resort, would be an Township of Holland, held last Saturday
The followingappropriationsore recevening of music by the band, at least in the town house, the questionof approommended for the next year for continuonce each week.
priating money for building a new bridge ance of improvements of the Michigan TOILET, and
FANCY ARTICLES,
across black river on the section line road harbors named: Charlevoix, $40,000;
Last Thursday afternoon at about five
and PATENT MEDICINES.
between sections 26 and 85, near the resi- Frankfort, $50,000; Portage Lake harbor
o’clock a very sad accident occurred to
dence of F. Van Slooton, was carried by a of refuge, $140,800;Manistee, $50,000;
Mr. John V)ggel, second miller of the

ask why they cannot be given often.

seems

NOTIONS, ETC.,

that

—•^consistingof-*-

Drags, Medicines,

Dress Goods, Table Linen,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and Gossameres.

.

Standard Roller Mills. Miss Agnes
fens of this city

and

Miss Jennie

vole of 34 for, to a vote of 22 against the

Stef-

GggeL

of Grand Rapids, sister to the unfortunate

yoqng man, called at the mill and desirce
to be

shown

over the premises. Mr.

Og

While they were

in

one

of the

of the mill Miss Steffen’s clothingg<

in

a

horrible

last Tuesday, to R.

$730. This

A. Hunt

of this

$20,000; Saugatuck, $12,000; South Haven,

would have resul
death, he grabbed li

skirts and freed them, bffl his right ar

A

for

medical purposes.

GLOVES,
RIBBONS,
WHITE and
COLORED CORSETS.
BUTTONS,
SUMMER UNDERWARE, PARASOLS, Etc.

PRESCRIPTIONS

$30,000; St. Joseph, $00,000.

CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

is rushing things

Last Thursday afternoon a very cxcit

Macatawa Park.

A DR. L.

prove satisfactoryin every respect to the

ing time occurredat

residents of the town.

party from Grand Rapids consistingof
Mr. and Mrs. Roof -and Miss ‘lobes went

ft

As the summer vacation of our Public in bathing near the old government pier.
Schools is nearly ended, we desire to call They ventured out too far, and as there
the attention of all who are interested in was a high wind blowing and quite a sea

SCHIPH0RST, Noby Straw Goods and Felt Hats.
*A fresh atock of

Will be at the Store and will hold hlmaelf In
readiness to attend to calls at all hours of the day
or

night.

G-roceries

*

always on band.

MR.

A. HUIZINGA, PrescriptionClerk con-

G.

was caught and terriblymangled by t
1
educational matters, to the advantages of- rolling at the time, the strong under- inues lns^e^{j8 & SUH1PHOR8T.
oog- wheels. He was taken to his horn
Holland, Mich., March 84, 1082. 80-1y
fered by nur schools for attaining a current carried them out quite a distance
the residence of Ml. C. il. De Roo, an
* ‘ ’
..’..“u thorough, prHctlcttl education.The Board and rescue was, for a time, thought impossible. Mr. B. Van Raalte and D. W. "pfAS.
McMartln went to their assistance and
»
». came very near being drowned. A rope
was finallyprocured and all were safely
Higher arlthfnetic, algebra, geometry, lauded by the people on shore. Dr. F. J.

,

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., May

10,

1888.

1,

...

fortune with remarkable fortitude.

rr :rr

MU

Steffens,aside from the nbrvous shock
casioned, was uninjured.

HUNTLEY,

xrr

physiology,botany, natural phylosophy, Schouten, who was at the Park, rendered
chemistry, physicalgeography,science of all the medical aid necessary and soon

government, book-keeping,rhetoric,gen- had all the parlies In good conditio
considerably eral history, and English literature. Pu- again, but not very anxious to repeat t
Agitated over a shooting scrape this week. pils who can pass a thorough examination experience.
From what we can learn the merits of the In the common English branches will be
• Ventura Items.
case are rather mixed, the only question able to complete this course iu three

Otto Breyman
-Dealer In-

Jewelry. Watches,
Estimates given for

all

DIAMONDS,

Noordeloos has been

kinds of buildings finished and completed.

being, whether the provacation was of years. In addition to the regular course,
The two extremes in the weather so
•noh a nature as to warrant the action special advantages will be afforded in closely following each other have greatly
taken. It seems that youths of that vicin- penmanship, book-keeping, and elocution. Injured jthe crop* through here.

Nelson Joslin, who removed to Hart
exceedingly ambitious To those who are fitting themselves for
about three yean ago, baa told his farm
in their endeavors to annoy one of the teachers, particular attention will be
here to Mra. Eldrldge, of Jackson, who has
peaceable and quiet citizens of that given, and special privileges granted. In taken posaeasion.
locality, Mr. B. Rosbach. They have through,practical instruction and pleas*
We understand that an effort is being
broken his fences down stolen his ant surround Inga our school is not sur- made to assist the Methodist Society In
frail, and have saluted him with In- passed by any in Western Michigan. No discharging their debt to Rev. T. T.
anlting language, until It was time for time is wasted in acquiring a smattering George.
him to take some decided steps in the of dead or foreign languages, which can
The proprietor of a hotel in a city not

ity have

large assortment of

WINES and LIQUORS HOSIERY,
WHITE GOODS,

*

to save her from what

ed

that he let the job of building the bridge,

pretty lively and we hope the bridge will

upper stork

caught in some of the gearing. In orde

Com White River, $50,000; Muskegon, $100,missioner, Geo. H. Souter, Informs us 000; Grand Haven, $150,000; Black Lake,

city, for

gel galantly volunteeredto escort them

Ludington, $40,000; Pentwater, $40,000;

building of the bridge. Highway

on

do not expect

so early in the season, but will be pleased to
show our stock and prices in order to convince Patrons
where they can spend their money to the best advantage
when in want of Cloaks or any other Dry Goods.

water, and for a location of the buildings that Mr. D. W. McMartln has bought the
for our proposed system of Water Works.
place on Eighth street known as the "Kok
It begins to look as though our Council
Wagon Shop." Mr. McMartln intends to

to

came.

ties camping at

We

for

newest designs the market pro-

purchasers

the suspicion that has been attached to his

name

the

Eastern markets, and placed our orders early, will enable us

north

«nlargingthe capacity

!

On Monday, August 27, we will have on exhibition the
Largest and best selected Line of the above named Goods,

condition of the State. The convention Misses’ Cloaks in great variety, from $2.50 to $1‘5.00.wheat crop in was largely attended and was a success.
ing spent two weeks among the largest manufacturersin
vicinityis even worse than was ex-

According

goods

Berlin FasMons

this

season was that given by the Band at the

our first page our readers will notice expenses.

“official guide of the Interna-

readers will notice the large adver-

Fans and

Latest

Re-

tional, Colonial, Export Exhibition at year amounted to $11,101.50, while the
expenditureswere $10,123.58, leaving a dresses were read, by physicians and othAmsterdam,Netherlands."
cash balance in the treasury of $977.92. ers, on matters pertaining tfl the sanitary

Our

Biignil Bara,

Holland City, are visitingwith the

of the tbreatning weather the receipts of

at present in Europe, for a

tisement of F.

ui

twenty-eighthannual fair of the porter.

and

On

fiiii

OUT AND TRIMMED IN THE

the excursion were hardly sufficient to pay

Van

OtMill. SltcMti

daughter, Miss Kit-

families of Thos. Sullivan and Geo. Tor-

ety will be held in Berlin, October 2d, 3d,
4ih,

Is null) Situ.

Prop. C. Doesburg, one of the editors

rent of

the annual report of the secretary of the

is

copy of the

of

plimentaryticket.

thanks are due to Mr. H.

Eyck, who

will be

property is estimated at $894, 000.
—
> mww

Ottawa and West Kent Agricultural Soci-

made this week
telephone exchange in this

proved a success or not.

Our

had

ig

being

are unable

M. Gee. They

on payment ot the charges for this notice.

tie, of

[‘boys’’returned yesterday

Grand Rapids.

We

days

Joseph to attend
of De
reunion held there this week. The

the

Endeavors were

DOLMANS, RUSSIAN CIRCULARS,
ULSTERS, ULSTERETTES,

returnedto the owner on application and

dier boys" went to 8t.

•Last Wednesday the Macatawa had
one hundred and thirty passengers on her

city.

a few

CLOAKS,.

Taylor, secre-

of spectacleswere left at the res-

idence of Dr. D.
0. Phillips,and family, of

Last Wednesday a number

Monday.

to establish a

Lew

W.

A cyclone last Tuesday night nearly
wrecked the city of Rochester, Minn.
visor Schaddelee, had a alight stroke of
Many persons were killed and a large
apoplexy last Monday morning. Dr.
number Injured. The damage done to

will return

whom

new stock of

a

of the qualifiedteachers in this

Mrs. L. Schaddrlee,mother of Super-

friends in this city, went to Chicago yes-

11:30 trip, forty-six of

list

A pair

is visiting Kremers attended.

He

of our

"camping out" at Macatawa Park.

ended and the men are going back to
work as fast as they can secure positions.

terday to fill his pulpit.

1884.

tary of the Board of County Examiners.

Saturday night

Grand Rapids, are spending

strike of .the telegraphershas

Rev. B. C. Oggbl, who

last

Mr.

appearances.

in

Grand opening

Ha-

Camilla Urso Concert given at Grand

painting his jewelry store the past

improved

acknowledge the receipt of

printed

county, from Mr. A.

system of Water Works.

It is greatly

FOR 1883 AND

foundationis progressing rapidly.

Macatawa Park to-day.
this

/

Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Doyle work on the new City Hall. The excavation iork is completed and work on the

Vriesland

Orange Cltj, Iowa.

FALL and WINTER FASHIONS

Hardy,

Last Monday Jas. Huntley commenced

Mrs. James McKiever, of Grand Rap-

the dry dock at Chicago, receivingsome

Wm.

Muskegon, were In the city last Thurs-

of

the city this week looking up old acquaint-

one week from next

Cockburn and Mr.

R. R.

H. Toreh, of Jennlsonville, was in

J.

of Orange City, Iowa,

spent a few days In the city this week.

been

matter. Latt Friday night he hid in the be of no possible benefitto the pupil who far distant, wa* through here last Tuesday trying to secure the services of a dingrass near bis residence, armed with a has acquired but a smatteringalso of bis
ing room girl. It seems that they are
shot gun, and as the young depredators neglectedEnglish, but particularatten- rather scarce, for we noticed that he went
were about committing fresh depredations,

1

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

back without one, although he offered to
double the wages of some whose services
Zbke.
the vast storehouse of were already

tion of hittingthem, but for the purpose have better ideas of

may

engaged.

engaged the servicei of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be warhave

H.

ranted.

Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash,

All

the Goods are warranted

to

Doors, Blinds,

hejust as represented.

Mouldings,
I wtll

Brackets, etc.

made and

tion Is given to the English language and

he shot, not, as he claims with the inten- literature, to the end that the pupil

Silnmn, Flitiiwi, ui futj Book

furnished.

also keep on baud a full line of

SPECTACLES
—and

them and preventing, if possi- knowledge, and be better able to express
Peaeh Tarlatan,
ble, any further annoyance from1 them. those ideas clearly tod forcibly. To all
Office and shop on Riuer Street,
I have a large lot of peach tarletan
Unfortunatelyone of the stray shot hit a those who desire to fit themselves for
youth in the leg bnt not seriouslyinjur teaching, or for practical business life, which I/Will sell for t2.00 a holt or 25 near the corner of Tenth Street.

a—

of scaring

cents less than the present wholesale price.

Legal proceedingswere at once and who have not the time, or means, for This Is a good bargain for fruit growers.
commenced against Mr. Roabach before a fall college course, our school offer* the Don’t fall to call at my store tnd procure
Justice Room of this city, but were <very best advantages and our people vonr tarletan.
D. Bebtsch.
dropped for some reason unknown to us. should support and maintain it.
ing

him.

99-tt

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Come and examiaa our stock. No

JAS.

HUNTLEY.

trouble to

ahow

Goods.
w
BREYMAN.
O.

Hollaed. Mat

87.

1888.

H-tf Hollaed. Mich., Jab.

1,

1888. 48-1?

RE3T IH THE COIJMTBi;

Nothing more was said on the sub- Indicated on leaving the town and con- other night Had yon started when you
PITH AND POINT.
Miss Durand somewhat ab- itented himself with keeping the mare at originally intended, I should never have
forgiven
myself
if anything had happened
LFrom the BurlingtonH*wkeye.l
ruptly rose and left the table. Jack a brisk trot without any misgivings
.to
.
With the fmmting of the swine
The
youngest “boy preacher” in this
did not know what to make of h** con- about reaching its destinatiofl.• He now
With the poultry's row uproarious
-f was very miserable and ashamed at the
And the brain is shadowed oyer
duct, and could only suppose that his began to look about him, and a flnger- time at my deceit, and have been ever since. country is now about 41 years old. Isn’t
With a melancholy tinge, *
approaching departure was the cause of
ost which had apparently informed I hoped you would never suspect what I had it about time to set another batch lieAt the rasping of the ploughshare
done; but as you have guessed that I pur- fore the present stock of boy evangelthe voung ladv’s emotion. It seemed
AnC
" barn-gate’s rusty hinge.
id the
iss Durand of her mistake conveyed
wurposely made you miss your train, I think
hardly credible, but the explanation the unpleasant intimation that he had It better to explain fch6 reason. Prav accent ists mature?
Bam I love to lie, to stretch myself at ease
commended itself to Jack’s vanity, and driven a couple of miles out of his y humble apologies,and keep my ’secret
Beneath the oak tree’s shelter,
One-fourth of all the pineapples
In return.I will oontide to you another imported in the United States go to
TUI the cow comes browsingo’er me.
he could think of nothing all the morn- road.
And with vagrantrocks 1 licit her,
sreret. which I think, perhaps, you should
ing. When the shooting-partyreturned
“By Jove!” exclaimed Jack, glancing be told I am engaged to be married to a Philadelphia.A pineapple tastes good
And my eyes in sleep are closed
By the bull-frogs murmurous glee,
to the house, he hastened to throw him- around, '‘Can’t we get on? Is there clergyman: but, as he is at present only a to yonr nose, but it couldn’t be much
'Till the quick mosquito stirs me
self in Miss Durand’s way. If further nothing for it but to turn back ?”
curate, and I am a ward of the Court of more indigestibleif it was made of
With his warm extremity. i
observation confirmed Ms suspicions,
“I’m afraid not. This is the Tiverton Chancery, there are difficultiesin the wav hickory.
•Oh, a joy it is to dreamland doze
there was yet time before he left to turn road,” remarked Miss Durand, who of our marriage, so that, by the advice of
my guardians, the engagement is being “You're not going to ask me $17 for
By the gentle flowing river;
the circumstance to account
seemed much concerned.
'While the moist mud-turtlegallops
kept secret until matters are arranged that bonnet?” “Indeed,”replied the
Up your backbone till you shiver;
The young lady appeared, however,
“Then I can’t possibly get to Mud-, After this explanation, you will understand milliner, “I don't make a dollar on it
And as perfect Is the pleasure
to have recovered her composure, and boro to-night—that’s quite certain,” that my inoivility toward you did not arise
When you dream upon the shore,
when I throw it away at that price.”
joined freely in the general conversa- said Jack referring to his watch. “A from any want of kindly feeling; and I hope.
'While the sand-lly makes it lively
In spite of the deceptionI practiced upon “Merciful saints,” ejaculatedthe cusExcavating in each pore. 7
tion without showing the least con- steam engine would hardly get me to you about the letter, you will always eontomer, "I can get one half so large for
sciousness of Jack’s presence. He there- the station in time.”
sider me, your sincere mend,
‘Then it’s soothing in the night
$20 just down here at FnssandfeathGwendoldoc Dunum.
To hear the horses merry neighing
fore reluctantly came to the conclusion
However, Jack was of a philosophers."
'Tk.1 watch-dog'ssoft refrain
that the pleasant flutter of excitement ical temperament and did not suffer —London Truth.
And tht Jackass’ tuuetul braying;
“What do they grind at a spice-mill ?”
which had haunted him all the morn- trifling mishaps to annoy him. Beside,
While a sweet and gentle auction.
asked Rollo, as he walked past one with
On your restlessnerves is shod,
How To Live In Persia.
ing was based upon a delusion. After he was rather glad, to have a little more
By the bats and oallioplc bugs
lancheon he itas moving off with the time at his disposal, now that he seemed
To magnify one’s own consequence is his father. “Customers,” replied KolCavorting round the oed.
other men, when he was arrested by to be making progress with his court* the only comfortable way of getting on lo’s father, who knew what pepper was
When you’re wakened in the morning
the clear tones of Miss Durand.
ship. But he soon found that Miss in Persia. Dr. Wills gives a character- ma^fe of and how cinnamon was flav_ By the playful milch-cowrearing,
-And you hear the cans a Jingling;
“What time do you leave here this Durand was not in a mood to continue istic illustration of this in the course of ored. “They grind the customers.”
The sw et- vo iced hired man swearing.
afternoon,
Mr. Freeder?” she inquired. their conversation. Whether she was a descriptionof a medical visit to a And Rollo said, “Oh!” He will say it
You imnder as yon pick the burs
louder when he is old enough to keep
“By the 4 o’clock train. I suppose I tired, or whether she felt embarradsed certain Governor
And nettles from yonr clothes,
On the nmxcelled advantages
must start from here about a quarter of at the consequence of her mistake, she
“At 7, after having prescribed for house himself.
You’re having for repose.
Some wise man says, “There is a
an
hour
earlier,”
he
answered,
surprised
became silent and dignified, and, when him, I escaped to my quarters under
— Aew York Morning Journal.
at the question.
remedy
for every wrong.” Oh, yes,
Jack endeavored to overcome her reti- the pretext of dining, and lay down to
“What time is it now?” she inquired. cence, she once more induced Reggie rest. At 9 my servant informed me that’s all right, but what good does that
“Twenty minutes past 2,” he replied, to join in the talk. The consequence that my dinner was about to be served, do the man who comes out of church
A Counterplot.
glancing at his watch. “Can I be of was that by the time they reached and a large, circular trax, having some late and finds that the wrong man has
Jack Freeder accepted an invitation any service to you, Miss Durand?” he Marsham Hall Jock’s good humor had six dishes on it, and with bread and all taken the right umbrella, and left him
4o shoot at his cousin’s place in Norfolk, added, noticing that she appeared to evaporated, and the interview with his et ceteras, a huge bowl of iced sherbet a good handle with three broken ribs
for the express purpose of “making the hesitate.
Colonel on the morrow was unpleas- and a bottle of wine, was brought in. I and a dome of holes?
“I was going to ask— as you will be antly prominent in his mind.
-Tunning”— to use his own familiar
was very hungry, anxious to fall to,
THE LAY OF THE DUDE.
Oh! come with me, and be my love:
phrase— with Miss Gwendoline Durand, unable to go with the others — whether
He did not even have the consolation and I felt a sense of anguish when, to
For theo the Hldewalk’a length I’ll rove,
who happened to be staying there on a yon would mind driving Keggie and me of enjoying Miss Durand’s society for my astonishment,my servant (whom I
I’ll pierce the champagne jng for it» wine.
isit- He had met the young lady once into Bilchester?” said' Miss Durand, the rest of the day, as the young lady had brought from Shiraz), assuming
And po»e for thee, if thou’lt be mine.
I’ll chase the anlse-aeeijhag o’er the plain,
•or twice, and flattered himself he had rather hurriedly. “It is his birthday went straight to her room on reaching the part of the Governor of Barataria’s
« And the Poodle-dogI’ll lead with a chain.
to-morrow,
and
I
promised
him
a
created a favorable impression. Though
the house, and sent word shortly after- physician,ordered the whole away, in
And the English coach, with ita lofty seat,
I’ll drive with a four-in-handso fleet.
be honestly admired her, the fact was cricket-bat.”
ward that she had a bad headache and an indignant voice.”
[From ChicagoCheck.]
“Certainly,” said Jack, considerably would not appear at dinner. This cirbe was chiefly attracted by her fortune,
As soon as my dinner had disappeared
A college crew has lately been
which was considerable. Jack was a taken aback by her asking a favor of cumstance did dot improve Jack’s tem- I demanded an explanation of my man.
light-heartedsubaltern in a crack reg- him ; while the young schoolboy alluded per, for he could not help feeling that It was this : “I know, sahib, that the beaten on the scull, and an old professiment, with a slender allowance, to expressed his unqualifiedapproval Miss Durand wished to avoid him. He dinner I sent away was quite enough or remarks that this is the most direct
shadowy expectationsand a large crop of the arrangement.
did not see her again, for she was ab- for the sahib, and a good dinner; but Way of getting anything into their heads.
“We
can
get
there
and
back
in
an
They say that Sitting Bull wants to
d debts. The prospect of securing an
sent from the breakfast-table
the next here in Persia man’s position is reckoned
beiress for a wife was far from dis- hour easily,”added Miss Durand. “I morning, and he therefore started off by the quantityof dinner sent him and be baptized. It would not be ‘a bad
agreeable, especially as Miss Durand want particularlyto go to-day, or I in a very disgusted and disappointed the number of plats. They have sent idea, provided the Government would
was undeniably handsome, while her would not trouble you.”
frame of mind.
you six plats. L have told them that furnisliboiling water and baptize by
“I shall only be too delighted.I am
family and social connectionsleft nothWhen he reached Mudboro’ and re- you couldn’t think of dining on leas immersion.
not sure, though, whether we can dd ported himself to his Colonel, he was than eighteen, and if I allowed you to
ing to be desired.
It is suggested that the national capiConsidering that Jack Freeder had it in time,” he added, suddenly recol- agreeably surprisedat receivinga very eat the dinner that was sent, good as tal be removed to Ohio, so that the
been petted and spoiled all his life, by lecting that Bilchesterwas four miles slight reprimand, and soon discovered it was, yon would be looked down on. citizens of that State, who are either
jnen and women alike, it is not un- off in the opposite directionfrom the that his brother officerswere all in a Are you less than the Prince’s physi- office-holders or office-seekers,may save
natural that he should have looked for- station. “J. ought to be back here great state of excitement on account of cian ? Certainlynot. They would send traveling expenses.
ward with tolerable confidenceto secur- at 3:30.”
a dastardly attempt to blow up the him, or rather he would demand, at
“What are the wild waves saying,
“Why need you come back ? We can officers’ quarters the night before. It least twelve plats. I assure you I am sister?” They are saying if the man
ing Miss Durand’s hand. He took a
fortnight’s leave, with the firm convic- take your portmanteau with us and appeared that a tin canister, containing acting in yohr interest.”
with strong feet would only wash them
•tion that he would return to Mudboro, drive straight to the station for Bil- some explosive substance, had been
“I suppose the fellow was righfc. Dinoftener, there would be a less num'where his regiment was stationed, an chester,” said Miss Durand.
placed on the window-sill of the mess- ner for at least twenty-four persons was ber of sudden deaths to record each
•engaged
Jack was not in a mood to raise diffi- room, and from the fuse attached to it brought on three huge trays. I tasted
year, and fewer tantilized authors would
Miss Durand received him pleasantly culties, and at once proceeded to make being half-burnt, it was evident that it some half-dozen well-cookeddishes, and be writing on the subject: “Is Life
•enough, though she did not appear the necessary arrangements.His man had had been fired. Chance alone had then my servant removed the rest, and Worth Living?”
least embarrassed or flustered at his already packed his portmanteau, and averted a fearful catastrophe. It I observed him, with the master of the
Out in Texas, where the gentle reunexpected arrival. Jack noted the Jack took upon himself to order tbe flashed across Jack’s mind wlien he house and numerous hangers-on,dining
volver flourisheth “like a green bay
dog-cart
instead
of
the
phaeton,
in
fact without misgivings,yet with some
heard the news that, if the explosion in the open air on the very copious dinhorse,” the popular form of salutation
-surprise. He wondered it did not strike order to be able to travel more quickly. had taken place, he would probably ner that remained. The man was right.
her that his deliberately following up With the same object, he dispensed have owed his safety to the accident of Such are some of the ways a Persian is somewhat thusly : One shot fired
through your hrft, “Good morning!”
their ball-room acquaintance was very with the services of the groom, direct- having missed the twain.
has of keeping up his consequence.”
Two shots fired through your hat,
significant.He resolved, however, to ing him to meet them at the station to
Living
in
Persja
is
of
a
delightful
Jack was very much impressed by the
“How
are you? glad to see you!”
open her eyes without delay, and with drive Miss Durand back. He would coincidence, for it really seemed as cheapness. Dr. Wiils occupied in Julfa
Three
shots
mean, “By jinkum! old
that object he commenced to pay her gladly have found an excuse to leave though Miss Durand had interposed to a handsome and convenient house,
marked attentions. At first the young Master Beggie behind also, but that save him from a threatened danger. which cost him altogetherabout $400. fel, where been all summer? Here,
shake!” The more bullets that go
lady seemed amused, and responded in young gentleman took possession of Rut for her ho would not have missed He lived luxuriouslyin Ispahan, keepu similar yein of exaggerated politeness. the back-seat the instant the convey- his train; and it was very singularthat ing ten servants (at a cost of only $50 a through your hat, and the closer they
Probably she thought this was his usual ance was driven round, and Jack in- she should have influencedhis move- month), for only $2,500 a year.— T/te come to yon without hitting you, the
more cordial is the salntation intended.
manner; and the mistake was natural, stinctively felt that if he attempted to ments on that particular day. Of Land of the Lion.
[From Carl Pretzel's Weekly.]
because Jack’s ball-room conversation dislodge him Miss Durand would inter- course, the idea was ridiculous,for
When
a person is breathlesswith deThe Wife’s Influence.
—with which alone Miss Durand had fere.
how could the young lady have known
light, does he cease to exist?
.hitherto been regaled— bordered on
The young lady speedily made her what was about to take place at the
Two gentlemen, at a large reception
It is a little strange,but one can
perpetual flirtation. But after awhile appearance, looking particularly charm- barracks at Mudboro’? But Jack was in New York, were discussing onepf the
pull
fresh fish out of salt water.
it apparently began to dawn upon her ing, Jack thought, on account of her rather superstitionsby nature; and it foremost politicians of the country, a
that he was in earnest, and the discov- flushed cheeks and sparkling eyes. was pleasant to imagine that be was an man who, whether in office of out,
A Justice of the Peace has been reery had the effect of making her After taking a hurried farewell of the object of solicitudeto Miss Durand. always keeps himself prominently be- warded for not taking leg bail.
-strangelyreticent and cautious. She host and hostess, Jack assisted Miss And. up6n reflection,it occurred to him fore the public. “I knew him at colDid one ever see a1 woman get off a
studiously avoided those confidential Durand to her seat, and the party that her demeanor certainly gave color lege,” said one of the gentlemen. “He horse car with her nose in the proper
little tete-a-tetea which Jack was con- started off. His fair companion was to the suspicionthat she had purposely was a man with a clear head, extraor- direction.
•stantly maneuvring to bring about, animated and lively, and kept up a delayed his departure. Her confusion dinary memory and much personal magElevated railroads are numerous.
and, in fact, showed in a very marked brisk flow of conversation.Her remarks when he announced his intention of netism. But I cannot understand why
Elevated schooners— of beer— are not
manner that she anticipated his matri- were generally addressed to Master leaving, her sudden freak of asking he chose a public life or has pushed
uncommon;
monial aspirationsand wished to keep Reggie; but Jack was too much occu- him to drive her to Bilchesterwhen he himself forward so persistently. He
him at a distance.
pied at first with the vagaries of the was on the point of starting, and her was a lazy, thoughtful,visionary fellow,, A man living in a section of this
_ayi to realize fresh little mare in the shafts to notice strange carelessness in misdirecting absolutely destitute of ambition.” “I country where no secret societiesexIt took Jack some days
Miss Durand’s attitude. He attributed anything else. When the animal settled him on the way to the station seemed can tell you the secret,” said the other. isted, had used up all the excuses for
her sudden reticenceto shyness, and, down into a steady .trot, the young to indicate that he had been the victim “You will find it in his wife’s nose. remaining out late at night, was heard
upon the whole, considered it a favor- man began to pull himself together of a conspiracy. Tf this were so, it was There she is ! did yon ever see a more to exclaim “Oh for a lodge.”
She lay quite still; her sleep was
able symptom. But the true state of and to endeavor to give the conversa- evident that
;hi
Miss Durand had a .deeper perfect incarnationof enegy and love
the case became so obvious that even tion a sentimental turn. In this, how- regard for him than her manner of command. Napoleon would have that of an infant— deep “and checkered
the blindness of his conceit could not ever, he was not very successful, for showed, and he felt that he had made a chosen her for one of his Marshals at with sweet dreams that brought the
shadow of a smile, now and again to the
-conceal from him that the young lady Miss Durand refused to take his re- vital discovery.
first sight.” His friend was amused at
did not favor his pretentions. He felt marks seriously, and persisted in enJack was not the sort of a young the guest, and said, presently: “There red, half-parted lips; her deep lashes
more piqued than he cared to own, couraging Master Reggie to talk. Jack fellow to throw away his chances, and is another of my old classmates, P. lay like a shadow upon her smooth,
even to himself ; but he was a good fel- hated that boy on the spot, and felt in- his natural impulse was to follow up He was a thin, ambitious, scholarl soft cheek; the flush of health, and
low at heart and did not harbor resent- clined to snub him unmercifully, the idea, which seemed like a revela- fellow, with refined tastes and high youth, and beauty tinted its rounded
ment He bore disappointment like a though he wisely refrained. But the tion. He sat down immediatelyand aims. He now is a fat, indolent ani- outlines. A fluttering leaf was wafted
man, and revenged himself upon his upshot was that they reached Bilches- wrote the young lady an account of mal, without a thought, apparently, by the breeze against her palatial ear,
• cousin’s pheasants. But, of course,
ter before he had the least opportunity what had taken place, expressing in but his cognac and terrapin. Who is and she awoke with a startled grant
his interest in Miss Durand cea sed, and, of a confidential chat with Miss Durand, sentimental terms his deep sense of to blame for that?” “His wife’s mouth and made for a more retired mud- as she seemed Anxious to avoid him, he
though her manner toward him was obligation to her, and asking for an ex- and her money. I will show her to
naturally did not force his society more conciliatory and encouraging than planation of the mystery. His first you.” He pointed out a gross, volupNot Posted on the Patriarchs.
upon her. The consequence was that a it had been since the first day of his idea was to return to Norfolk and seek tuous womap,. richly dressed. “P.” he
An
English writer gives the follow• coldness sprang up between them, and
|
an interview, but he came to the con- sumed, “has lived in idleness since his
ing
os
the results of a London publicwhen his leave came to an end Jack
It was getting on for half-past 3 when clusion that it would be more politic to marriage. He was not strong enough
soliool examinationon scripture subfelt no inclination to prolong his visit. they pame in, sight of tbe clock in the judge of Miss Durand’s feelings toward
to carry the weight of so much wealth
On the morning of his intended de- market-place at Bilcnester, and Jack him by her reply to his letter. Jack and so much vulgarity. They have jects :
“What do you know about the patriparture he was struck bv the look of drew attentionto the fact. Miss Du- awaited this with the greatest anxiety borne him down. He will never rise.”
'embarrassment upon IVfiss Durand’s rand promised to use the utmost dis- and. hopefulness, and during the inter- Young men at school and college are arch Abraham?” •
“He wad the father of Lot, and ad
tface when they met at breakfast. She patch in executing her commissions,
val it transpired that the affair at the very apt to be enraptured with a sparktew
wifes— wun was called Hishmale
returned his salutation nervously,and and reassured him Jj^theinfonpationJ barracks was an imbeciletrick of ahalf- ling eye, a rosy bheek^or some charm
a pink flush mounted to her cheeks thnt she knew a cross-road which would witted • trooper who had once been of manner in some young woman that and t'other Haygur. He kept wun at
when she happened to encounter lus enable them to reacji the station iu a Jack’s servant, the contents of the can- they happen to meet. They are hardly home, and he turned t’other in the des'gaze. While he was idly speculating quarter of a hour. Sue would not hear ister being found quite harmless. A masters of themselves; and a moonlight ert, where she became a pillow of salt
what could be the cause of this sudden of his accompanying her, but started day or two afterwards he heard from night, or a song, suddenly tempts them in the day time and a pillow of fire at
emotion, some one at the table referred, off under Reggie’s escort, saying she the young lady, who’ wfote as follows : to ask the enchanting creature who has nite.”
“What do yon kn6w of Joseph ?”
to him on the subject of the day's would rejoin him in five minutes. It Dear Mr. Fbebdeb: We were all very bewitched them to share their future.
amusements.
was nearer twenty, however, when she much shocked to hrar of the wicked at- They do not consider that she will be . “Hee wore a coat of many garments.
Hee were chief butler for Faro and told
sorlr I shan’t be able to join reappeared,and under the circum- tempt described iu vour letter, and are sintbe most real, active force in tlieir
cerely
glad
that
it
fulled
I
nave
a
humilhis dreams. Hee married Potiffer’s
you,” said Jack. “I must return to stances Jack may lie excused for grow
iating confession lo moke to you, whole liveb, almost irresistible-with dorter, and he led the Gvpshons out of
Mudboro this afternoon.”
ing somewhat impatient;but the voung whicn will explain what you wish to kn6w. power to drag them down or to lift
His cousin and the guests assembled lady’s profuse apologies disarmed his ir- On the morning you were to have left here them np in body, mind and soul— bondage to Kana in Gaflilee, and then
fell on his sword and died in sight of
my maid carelesslyhanded me a letter ad- Youth's Companion*
- at the table made good-humored pro- ritation and restored his equanimity.
the promised land.”
testa, but Jack pleaded duty, and was Reggie being absorbed in admiring his dressed to you among my own. J opened it
and glanced at the tew lines it. contained
A boy giving his impression in regard
wot to be persuaded. Miss Duraud new cricket-bat, which he handled with before 1 discovered the mistake, and I was
The followingis said to be an excelaid nothing, but he could not help pride, Jack was able to obtain Miss then so vexed and angry at what 1 had done lent stain for giving light-coloredwood to Moses, wrote as follows:
“He was an Egybahin. He lived in a
fancying she was ill at ease.
Durand’s undivided attention, and pro- that, on the Impulse of the moment, I threw
ject, and

you.
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“At all events, stay till after lunch* con, and ye can try our luck over Bay. ley’s farm this morning,” urged his
cousin.
“Very well,” said Jack, lightly, but
Btill keeping ah eye on Misir Durand.

ceeded cautiously to lead up to Che subject nearest his heart. Miss Durand
gave him no direct encouragement, but
did not attempt to stop him until he
was on. the fioint 6f making a formal
declaration, when she suddenly exclaimed: . I' ' l
“f)h, Mr. Freeder! I’m so sorry,
but I fear this is the wrung road.”
Jack had taken the turning she had
1

*

.overstay

my

leave.”

on the tire, when it was destroyed it occurred to me that it. might bo of some
importanceto yon and 1 recalled to mlntT pentine until it is about the 'tight tone
the contents, of which I had not hitherto and color, and; then add about one-,
taken in the seme, jit appeared to fie an
twentieth of its frulk of varnish. This
anonymous letter warning yotfnot to return
to the barracks that night, and 'when you mixture,, it is said, will dry hard and
stated at breakfast that yoh*weEfe4eatttgtake .varnish well.
that day (of. which I was not previously
aware) I was very much .startled and frightFBifeNDWtP’is'theonly thing ip the
ened. I could not bring myself to confess
.the truth, «md I therefore adopted an un- world concerning the usosnlneesof
worthy subterfugeto keep ydu here an- which aU mankind are agreed.— Cicero.
it

aiiMMin,

carf, and worshipt braizen snakes, and
he het notin but kwales and manner for
forty J-ear.:;'He was' kort by the air of
his ed while ridin under the bow of a
tree, and he waskilled by his son Absolon, as ho was hanging from the bow.
Hia end yap pease!” . ^ ; „
j
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A ComparativelyNew Branch o(.Art Do
veloped by Men.
IFrom the Chicago Dally News.]

pass for much when' they 'suffer for
such shameless deportment"

•

M\xhat do window-dressersmake?
Well, their salaries vary. Some make
no more than $15 a week, while others
get $1,000 a year. That is considered
a very good salary. There are one or
two window-dressersin the United
States that get as high as $10,000 a
year, and a few who can command
$5,000, but the majority get $1,000 or

Strayed Away.

Shaken With Convulsive Tremors,
RAILROAD EMPLOYEES.
Then parched with fever, then well nigh dl«The leading busttyeM men of Providence, R. L,
solved In clammy sweat. Is not the repetition
compose the Hunt's Remedy Co., and they
of such a eoumj of horrent every few days
enou»h to wreck the strongestconstitution. puarante) all teetlmonialH publishedby them to
Undoubtedly.Even when sufferers from fever be genuine. The following, dated Mays. 1883,
and ague and biliousremittent snooeed In from Mr. W. H. Hlancbard.'Lowell, Mass., Is but
‘Overcoming those diseases, It takes long to

A young man with two watch-chains repair their ravages. That popularand effectremedy for the malarial pest and its standacross his vest boarded a Woodward ive
ard preventive,Hostettjr'sStomach Hitters,
(venue car. Among the passengers not only eradicates it, but builds up a system
was an old woman who had been inquir- worn and enfeebled by its periodical attacks.
Nor is there a surer safeguard against miasing about taking the Bay City train at matic diseases than this genial regulator and
the crossing. She looked across at the tonic. For disorders of the stomach, liver and
bowels, organs as a rule hurttullv affect 'd by
young man with great interest for 4 impure water and unaccustomed diet, it is a
less.”
speo ly and thorough moans ot relief. It ia
minute or two and then said :
equally to bo dependedupon by invalids who
The answers were in reply to ques“Your time must be tery valuable, resort
to It for its invigorating
effects, and to
tions concerning the prosperity of win- young man. ”
remedy .dyspepsia,rheumatic and kidnev
It improves apoetiieas well as this
dow-dressers,and were made by an inHe bowed and mumbled something troubles.
abilityto gratify It wlthont 'subsequent discomdividual perched on a ladder in the which she could not catch, and leaning fort,
window of a State street dry-goeds forward she asked:
Sturgeon’seggs are bought trom the
house. He was trying to tempt ladies
“I s’pose one 0’ them watches is for
to squander their husbands’ hard- when you go down, and the other is for fishermen at Pentwater,Mich., at 2*
cents a pound, put up in kegs by a
earned wealth by making an attractive when you come up, eh?”
display of silks of various hues.
He shifted around to look out of the patent process, and shipped to Germany
“Men found a new vocation,”the window, and seeming somewhat vexed as caviare, which is highly prized as an
dresser continued, “during the past at his want of courtesy,she continued: article of food.
fu.w years, when they were able to
“Seems to me it would be cheaper to
always have aense enough to know when
make attractive the windows of dry- hitch an eight-daycloek lo your shirt to“I atop
drinking,” vemirked Handy. "I
goods and fancy-goods establishments. bosom.”
thought you generally stopped because you
A few years ago such work was left to
He didn’t reply to that, either, and hadn't cents enough to keep on," said Zeuas,
the clerks, but it became to be shell an tapping him on the knee with the
Blood-Poisoning— An Alarming Discovery.
import mt feature that it was made a handle of the umbrella, she inquired:
Half the people are sufferingand may die
specialty. , The work was given to one
“Young man, I want to catch the Bay frogn this fatal ComplaintDiseasesof the
City
train.”
man, and he was required to make a
kidneys and liver j.re the principal causes
As a cure we can only recommend German
“les’ni.” ^
study of producing attractive effecta.'
Bitlerf.—Journal of Health,
Of course a man possessing excellent
“What time is it by all your watch Hop
8old by all druggists.
taste was required
chains?”
Fenderbon doesn’t see why an 1artist
“The first attempt, I think, at mak“I— I — about 11!” he stammered.
ing the work a specialty w’as in New
“You didn’t look. Come, now, here’s should be paid a high price for his piaintinga His work is eaael-y done, Fenae
erson
York. Other men saw Hie result, and an old bull’s eye that’s been in the saya
,
followed the practice. Now it has family forty-eight years and never had
Tennor's Predictions.
grown extensively.Not only the •an inch of brass chain hitched to it.
Vennor’s
predictions so far have been
windows of Eastern business houses are I’ll bet it shows tlie right time nearer
wonderfullycoirect He says 1882 will be
made more beautiful, but also those of than anything you’ve got.”
remembered as a year of great mortality.
the South and West. One will find just
She, hauled out a watch almost as German Hop Bitters should be used by everyas attractive displays in the dry-goods large as a saucer and rattled it around body. Sold by druggists.
windows of San Francisco as he Will in and waved it about, and as he slid
Chicago girls never find it hard to elope.
the windows of New York city.
along the seat towards the door she They make rope ladders of their shoecontinued
‘’Every establishmentdealing in dry
tringa
goods, fancy goods, furnishing goods,
“I’d let them chains run down and
Baltimore, Mn.-Dr. Irwin H. Elderidge,
clothing,and sometimes jewelry and hitch to your boot-straps ! Any young says: “I would recommend a trial of Brown’s
books, and making any pretension,will man as will go and toggle himself all Iron Bitters in all cases of- anaemic debility
have a window-dresser, and he will up and criss-cross his vest with chains or when a tonic or appetizer is indicated."
•

•
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PERRY DAVIS’

one of the thousand remarkable cures that are
hdeg made by this wonderful medicine. Mr.
Blanchard aays: “I have been grpatly troubled
for over six years with scats kidney disease,
with severe pain in my book and hips 1
formerly employed on the Boston and Lowell
railroad,but wm obliged, owing to the constant
Jar, to give up the railrrad bmlneei, as many
others have been obliged to do, on account of
kidney disease.I have tried many medicines,
but received no permanent relief. A friend rec-

Pam-Killer

wm

ommended me

A SAFE AND

Rheumatism,

Hunt’s Remedv. I purchased a bottle of one of our druggists In Lowell, and commenced to Improve at once, and
after using two bottles I wm entirely free from
all pain, and consider myself cured, and 1 cheerfully recommend this wonderfulmedicine,
Hunt's Remedy, to all the sufforerafrom kidney
and liver disease."
to. use

Neuralgia,

Cranpv
Cholera,

AT LIBERTY
For a number of years I wm afflictedwith
Iddney and gravel disease, and suffered with
pains in my limbs and back at times so severely
that it seemed that I could not endure It. I used
several so-called cures recommended for these
diseases, but they did rav no good. A friend of
mine that hsd used Hunt’s Remedy, and pronounced it the beat In nse, urgjd me to try it,
and I purchased a bottle at George E. Hall's
dmg store in Manchester,and before I had used
one ixittle I !>egnn to feel much batter,the | tins
In the bladder and kidneys wero reduced a good
deal, and after using five bottles I found that
Hunt’s Remedy had done all that It wm recom
mended to da It had r m >vcd oil the pain, my
aupet.to Improved,and I ga ped e 'veraf pounds
in a few weeks. I have renewed vigor and
streneth fo.* one of ra r years (541, and I can
th ink the iiroprie'ors
of Hunt's Remedy fc
good health of to-day, aud you are at liberty to
publish this, that It may bo tho means of some
enj being cured by tho use of your truly wonderful
W. H. Terrill.
GOFrSTOWN, N. H., May 7, 1883.

Diarrhoea,

Dysentery

AND
Bruises,

ims

AND
Scalds.

remedy.

Toothache
‘and
Headache.

LOVELY

FOB SALK BT ALL DHIUUISTS.

COMPLEXIONS

PISO S CURE FOR

_
-

_

We

have something that is attractive,
and make it tho principal object in our
display. From that, articles are arranged so as to cause all attention to be
turned to the attractive object. I have
heard businessmen say that attractive
\tindow displays are worth $50,000 a
year to them.
“In some business houses the displays
are not indicativeof the goods sold.

.

The

proprietors will

have

an attractive

and importance than 999 in 1,000. The
mosquito, though he has lived in New
Jersev many years, having a villa in the

Elizabeth marshes in autumn and
winter, and occupying a double bedroom at Atlantic City in Summer, was
a Spanish mosquito of old family. His
earlier ancestorslived in the Alhambra
Palace. When the cross conquered the
crescent in Spain the mosquitoes left
the Moors and went over to the victori-

display of paintings, or a scene of some ous Christians, much to the disquiet of
character. Sometimes a winter scene the latter.
One of the mosquito’sancestorsassois made for summer, and a summer
ciated
intimately with Columbus. This
scene for winter. I have seen a regular museum in the windows of a West- mosquito resided at the Royal Palace.
He saw Isabella and kissed her cheek
ern dry-goods store.
“The attempt to make attractive dis- when she gave the money for which she
plays is made even when there are no had sold her jewels to Columbus for
special window dressers in the estab- his ships. This was the first mosquito
lishment. The work is . divided. One who ever came to America from Europe.
clerk maps the outside, another the in- He lived among the crew on the voyage.
side of the window, and a third ar- Soon after, the landing he discovered
ranges the goods. Even the country the Florida mosquitoes, and has left in
merchant with the general store, and his memoirs an interesting and valuable
having no clerk beside his wife, endeav- Account of them.— New York Journal
ors to

draw custom by

the display in

window. It generally consists of a
string of red pepper-pods festooned
from one side to the other, a string of
chalk, lead, and slate pencils and penholders ; dime novels, the yellow cover
his

•

gotten up to attract. The one peculiar
thing about it is that it is never changed.
I have seen the string of pepper-pods
in the country store since I was a boy,
thirty years ago.
“Do ladies make good window-dressers? No doubt they could, but proprietors are afraid that if they occupy
the windows day after day, the crowd
will stay upon the outside, gaze upon
the window as if some caged animal
was within, ^nd fail to enter the store.”
Boston Quakers

of the

Olden Time.

Prot. Austin Phelps concludes that it

would have been strange if Massachusetts had failed to hang such Quakers
as those with whom she had to deal.
“Our fathers,” he says, “held the
streets and commons of Boston as their
own estate, as sacredly as Gov. Winthrop held the house he lived in. This
ownership by the body politic was carried so far that when Judge Bewail
wanted to build an ell seven feet square
to his house, he was obliged to ask
leave of the General Court. It was
this precise and sacred right of domain
that the Quakers outraged. They did
it in ways the most offensive tlbat could
be devised to the stem proprietiesand
sterner morals of the Pilgrims.”Prof.
Phelps describesthe Quakers as wholly disreputable—the opiwsite of such
as William Penn and Lucretia Mott
He declares that the three men and
one woman of whom Massachusetts rid
herself so tragically “were people who,
in the name of conscience, outraged the
laws of decency and morality.They
need the mantle of charity more than
Massachusetts does, and deserve it less.
Men venerable for conscience’s sake do
not tramp naked through the streets at
1

S*

A
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A Good Dog and Horse Story.
A lady and gentleman residing in
Aiken, S. C., own a pair of ponies, also
a spaniel. Last year, as their custom
is, they sent these animals out of the
town, about three miles distant, to
their farm, to remain during their absence through the summer. When they

If a weak young 'man finds that chess
playing hurts him, he should buy a chess
protector

Owenton, KY.-Dr.

L

F. Mundy, says: «I

have found Browu’s Iron Bittersone of the
best tonics and prescribe it frequently.”

_ _

When Fogg saw a train on the dress of an
he remarked that it was behind

old lady

time.

A good name at home is a tower of
strength abroad. Ten times as much Hood’s
Sarsaparillaused in Lowell as of any other
Give the miser a knowledge of
ics and he will cipher more.

mathemat-

To Men Only
Tub Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall Mich.,
will send Dr. Dye’s Celebrated ElectroPersonal

1—

!

POSSIBLE TO ALL.
What Nature

denies to

CONSUMPTION.

many

Art secures to all. Hagan’s
Magnolia Balm dispels every
blemish, overcomes Redness,
Freckles, Sallowness, Rough-

7HC WQfilOl

iPEDflf
»Of»*UWk

child#11

with

“Pot Up" at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will

find
Arsi-classaccommodationsat the low price
of #2 and lifO per day at the Gault House,
Chicago, comer Clinton and Madison streets.
This far-famed hotel is located in the center
of the city, only one block from the Union

Depot

Elevator; all *!>poinmentsflrstH. W. Horr, Pr<
Proprietor.

class.

Pure Cod-Liver

Oil,

made from

selected

livers on the sea-shore,by Caswell, Hiytwp
A Co., New York. It is absolutely pure aud
sweet Patients who haye once taken it
prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any or the other oils in

market

_

_ _

•

•old.* trial. Warrants
rer (res book,addraas

TBU8£

sSlSpas
ioola.

Send for

AdriuCollege,iM»3SItephena.l'n-M.

$66

s"sSSS'ggg

°1®'S,SUN

OLIVET COLLEGE,

Young
Clrculara

free.

FOR SALE

witenissgBegfflaaeg
VALENTINE BROS.,

& BOILER

ENGINE

^kii&?Sir£T.7KrSr
Janesville,

Win.

GENTS WANTED

A
for the Beat and FaetfletA. Selling Pictorial Hooka and Bible*. Price* reduced
83 per cent National Publuiuno Co., Chicago,HI.

HAIR

Whoieaale and retail. Send for price-liat.
Good* Kent C. O. D. Wiga made to order.
E. BURNHAM, 71 State street, Chicago.

flgf OO A YEAR
u-zzm

Eg-frafforcr*desiring

confidential correspondence
with experienced physician,inclose.tamp, for

<

Immediateanawer, to P.O. Box 2277 New York

23 ID

t

OTP

City.

Sticking,irritation, inflammation,all Kidney

and Urinary Complainta, cured by "BucimPalba."

|L

_

All our lady friends will be delighted to
hear that L L Cragin A Co. .1 10 S. 4th st .Phila. ,
are giving first-classPiano Sheet Music, vocal
and instrumental,gratis. (No adveriislngon
it ) Write for catalogueMention this paper.

Xa

CHICAGO SCALE

STORY PAPER

CO.

161 South Jrftnon Street. Chicago, III.
•-Ton Wagon Scale, MOi 4-Ton •6O1

IN THE WEST.

*LiUlo Detective,"93. Send for Price List

Four complete

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

two
$1.00and
A
ued
$1.00
A
on
m*e,
$1.00
A
Departnunt
$1.00 the
A
$1.00
A
$1.00 Bampla
A
$1.00
A
The LEDGER
$1.00
A
contin-

atorta* in
each
tjumbgr.
written
bMt author*,
uriatnd
plain

Don’t die in the house. "Rouuh on Rats." Clears
out rats, mice, flics,roaches, bed-bugs. 15c.

forty-eight

Lady AgentscaateempenMi
Bant employment

Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples, and rough

and good (alary Mill)
. Skirt and
• Sample outfit

Skin, cured by using Juniper Tab Soap, made

H

by Caswell, Hazard A 0a, New York.

Omm

-----

column* in every
Imu*. A Fashion

City

-

etc.

for

Ladir*. aud
and Quiz-

i'uzxle

Cttygnu— 4sgCw»,
That husband of mine is three times the man he
was before he began using Wells* Health Renewer.

.

ousness and general debility

;

ahe tried everything,

Every yearly tubacribergeteanew
book.
copies
free.

Address

CHICAGO, ILL.

Subscribe

at

Once.

Consumption Can Bo Curod*

comparatively
young for a dwarf. Richard Gibson,
miniature painter and court dwarf to
Hood's SaraapnriUn
Charles L, lived to be 76, and his dwarf
bI
wife, Ann Shepherd, to be 85. Sir
GeoffreyHudson, dwarf and diplomatist
Instantly Believed.
w Charles EL, expired at 63, and the Mrs. Ann lacour, of New Orleans, La* writes: I
little gentleman’s span of life was have * son who haa been akk for two yean; hs has
shortened by his incarceration, on sus- been attended by our leading physicians,but all to
picion of connivance in the Popish plot,
no purpose.Thle morning he had his nsnal spell of
in the gate-houseat Westminster, where coughing, and was so greatly prostratedin consehe died. The far-famed Polish dwarf, quence that death aeemed ImminentWe had in the
Count Borulawski,for whom George house a bottle of Dr. Wm. Hall’s Balsam for the
IV. provided, died also at an advanced Longa, purchasedby my husband, who noticedyopr
advertisement yesterday. We administered It £aage. Dwarfs are better constituted, so cording to directionsand he was instantly relieve^

both menDubno’sCatarrh Snuff cores Catarrh and
muooua membrane.

all affte.

tiona of the

NEBTomonesa, debility and exhausted vitality cured by mring Brown’s Iron Bitters.
$5 1»

The

dog’s days are coming gentle
Annie, but the cist’s ^ys and nights we
hayp with us always. Perhaps you’ve
noticed this. ' •
•

$20

saaffs

rar&ags

(<ks.balsiim

DR.HORNE’S ELECTRIC BELT
Will cure

but could not find anything that did her any good till
aha tried Hood’s Sanaparilla, Now aba says ahe
would not keep houae without it-P. P. Boynton,
Manchester, Conn.

died

’*

NKW

THIS

ELASTIC

“SlSSsro

Dwarfe.

says, than giants,
tally and physically.

yaare. Ailtinsaalew.

•

rections.

l

Barnum

Ml

J0NEI OF IINIHAMTORt
BIMHAITOI,1.1.

PENSIONS

Tom Thumb

•*,!.!*,

5-TON

fall di-

returned in the fall they traveled home
Correct your habits of crooked walking by
on horseback, and, having these horses using Lyon's Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners. SOLD. Long experienced Send Stamp for Book.
A. W. MORGAN It CO« Patent Attorney* and dealers
at their town homo, did not send for
Wells’ "Rough oh Corns."— isc. Ask for It in Patent*, P. O. Box, TJO. Wuhington,D. C.
the ponies at once. The dog came in Complete, permanent cure. Corns, warts, bunions.
TS aR Rotdlsni who
from the farm, however. This was on
are In any manner
FEARFUL RESULTS.
Friday. The dog showed himself very
dl.abled by reaaon of
Great oppression of natnral strength,bodily dlawonndi
......
., dUesae,
or
uneasy and dissatisfiedwith something, treng, constantpain, inability to work, with Iom of Inerntd during tbalr aervlM, lot* of a finger,or tea, entire
or partial1»m of sight or haartng, piles, dim rh«a, rheumaand the lady observed him carefully. time, accompany kidney complainta. If ever there tism, or any other Uliabllltyentitles yon. Widow*, child
or dtpondsal parent* entitle.*. Penilnn procured
She came to tho conclusion that he did wa« a gpeciflc medicine,Hood’s Sarsaparilla, la such ren,
where dltcliargeIt loot. New discharges obtained.Honor
Feu
not like the new horses (which were two for catarrhof the kidneys,which many regard aa an able dli charge, and panilona procuredforde-ertere.
•lone INCREASED. Rejected claim* luccaealnllr
early admonition of
bays) and remarked upon it to Mr. R.
pro. rented. Back pay and bounty eollacted. FXPEfft
’ Bright’* Difteane.
Inland raeai, Tom pt attention given all hlndaoigorern
On the following Sunday morning the Four yean ago I commenced taking Hood’s Sarsapa- mout claim*. Mvlee free. Ad’i with stamp, U. C. wood
dog disappeared,and had not returned rilla for kidney complaintafter enduringpainful b.i« »«. WMhlneton. T>. C.
in the afternoon when they went to oppresaion in my back. My cane wag conaidered
drive with the bays. After an absence hopelcaa,as I pasaod blood. Two bottleaof Hood’a
Sanaparillacured me, and I am now well. I am a
of an hour two they returned, and found
farmer, and am again able to do all kin da of hard
standing at the gate the dog and the wort— A. Felton, Tunbridge, Vt
two ponies. He had evidently trotted
No Other Blood Medicine
out to the farm,' informed the ponies Equals Hood's Sanaparilla in excellence,or meeta
that their place was taken by strangers, such universal sneoeaa In purifying,vitalizing and
The largest and
the blood,or in restorationor renovation Art School, emi HO
and this was the result.— Our Dumb enriching
of the human intern. V
Animals.
My wife was sick for two yean, troubled with nerv-

_

,

fedtfl

natural complexional tints—
no detection oeing possible to
the closest observation.
Under these circumstances
a faulty Complexion is little
short of a crime. Magnolia
Balm sold everywhere. Costs
cents,

Ue

FOOD

dences of

only 75

IDIETl

RELIABLE)

ness, Tan, Eruptions and
Blotches, and removes all evi-

heat and excitement. The Magnolia Balm
imparts the most delicate and

.THEfcSr

MOST

Voltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
for thirty days to men (young or old) who
are afflicted with nervous debility, lost vltality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing

speedy and complete restoration of health
and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B No risk is incurred,as thirty days’ trial is allowed.

Q
I

eilll’VNIREAll US! rAllt.

:

have nothing to do but try and make and spangles must have got strayed
windows attractive.In some of the away from some 25-cent store and wants
larger houses there will be an assistant to be identified and •returned. Have
and sometimes two. A change is made you got baked ’taters hitched to the
in the display every two or three days, pocket ends? Say
!”
so that it requires continued work.
But he dropped off and fell down and
“One of the hardest things to accom- got upund got away before she could
plish is getting an attractive combina- further abuse him.— De/roff Free
tion of silks. Notone man in a hundred Press.
can fold that class of goods so as to
Autobiography of a Mosquito.
show the effect of differentcolors. It
Among the choice new books issued
is not difficult to make a pleasing display of the smaller class of articles. this season is the “Autobiography of a
Any one with taste can do that. It is Jersey Mosquito.” The writer, evilike dressingattractively.A man will dently a mosquito of more than ordinary
present a pleasingappearanceby hav- intelligenceand culture, has given in
ing a becoming necktie or scarf, and 1,500 pages a concise and pleasantacdressing ouc from that, So in windows. count of its life, of much more interest

SUAE

remedy roe

Nervouertf**,

Lumbago. Rheuraatlnn.IVr
dlaeaaee,Gout. Aathnut, Hear!

-PyWNrtA Con.tl

W

C.N.U.

Dr.WJ. HORNE, lavutor,

101

No.

WynNO

TO

yOU
^

Wabash Av.,Chlc*go. lnthlspai>er.M>r

84-83.

yptTIHEK^
T

The Peculiar Old Mystery!
was one of the peculiarities of the old-fashioned Doctors tnat they
never would tell patients what they were prescribingfor them. They said
it would do the patients no good to know, and that it would only be gratifying a foolish curiosity.^In order to keep patients from knowing, they
would write the prescriptionsin dog-Latin, so that most patients comd not
readthem. All that sort of thing is now over. Thepatientwantstoknowwhat
he takes. He is weak, and wants to be strong, or he is dyspeptic, and
wants to digest well Or he has a troublesomeliver which he wants to
put to rights. So he takes Brown’s Iron Bitters about which there is no
It

mystery at all This is the best preparation of iron itf the world, in combination with gentle yet efficient tonics. It rfVes strength. It builds up
enfeebled systems. It enriches impoverishedblood. It removes feminine

it*

weaknesses. It

/.

aldS

casts out debility. It is

what you want, and your druggist
2

Wemen

Tkia «yu>« ia r— wr»d for the
OhrlatleB Temperano® Uaien.

W.

CENTRAL
DRUG STORE.

CLOSIKG DOT SALE!!

Kromers & Bangs,

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

1. Pinion.

J»br (A« Holland CUn Ntivt:

The Blessing of the Lori,

Haketh

it

B'.oh.

Omiihfttnaylook forward to a constant

'Specialties-

influx of wealth, a treasury that will be re-

plenished every three months. She

upon what

to calculate.

knows

The saloonistsare

Pure Drugs,

said to be very prompt In their payments,

and

sure to be reminded of his delinquency

is

PATENT MEDICINES,

any exceed the appointed time he

If

by his fellows. Happy city! A woman
whose son-in law had just returned from

ted while under the Influence of intoxicat-

“They are

a blessing to the

saloons said:
place for they

pay thf taxes.” She was asked

help to

whether she had any taxable property, and
answered,“No, but
anguish

and

helps others.” The

it

disgrace of her aon in-law

My

TOILET SOAPS,
DRUGGISTS SUNDRIES,

her neighbor’s taxes

I also desire to sell the following

warranted strictly pure.

i&re! This

is not a family

We

famous

are sole agents for the

twenty acres of improved land on the south side of sixteenth

We

three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three lots in this city, and an

WINES & LIQUORS

improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the city, on the
road to Macatawa Park. Call and see me and obtain good bargains.

might conclude Uiat many others reason

way.

same

in the

no matter whether we have taxable prop-

have

erty or not, our neighbors Will
to

for Medicinal use.

Increase the number ol

the saloons, and let the taxes be lightened,

pay. No matter

brothers or husbands, are,
dered unfit for labor.

by them

No matter

Physician'sprescriptionsand family

#

teclpes accurately prepared.

less

If the sons, fathers,

street,

“Tansil’s Punch” Cigar.

were only

sketch.

Real Estate: Six hundred and

thirty-nine acres of timbered land seven miles north of this city,

Nor

diminisheda little. 8uch brotheny love
is

stock of goods consists of a full line of

OILS,

it

expenses until his return, reckoned anyIf

'

CLOTHING, GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS, HATS &
MACHINE
ETC.,
OAFS, BOOTS & SHOES, DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.
PARIS GREEN,

weie the expensesof the trial, and other

thing,

entire stock at

LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

considered anything that for two years his
family was deprived of his support.

my

WHITE LEAD,

PAINTS,

were considerednothing if her neighbors’
taxes were only lessened. Neither was

prices.

will sell

PERFUMERY,

years, in consequence of a crime commit-

of

greatly reduced

change my business and

BRUSHES,

prison, where he had served a term of two

ing liquor, speaking

I desire to

H^LREtnsrOTON’,

J.

El.

KREMERS & BANGS.

Holland, Mich., May

h: o L

26th, ’88 16-ly.

L

a. nsr

r>,

imuch:.

ren-

if they

and even their families are brought upon
the town for

support But such

disaster

may be averted by the almost superhuman

some

exertions of

appose the wolf

is

devoted friend. But
Kept from (be door of

Rheum

fttio
SYRUP.

these unfortunate wretches without the

upon to

citizensoeiug called

contribute

aaything, is there not still more loss than
gain from reduced taxes.

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

M. L. V. 0.
(To be Continued.)

An Act
WiiRS the

RHEUMATISM CUBED.

of Heroism-

late Rev.

Samuel Johnson

was preaching in quaint old Salem, many
years ago, there

was

the congregation,

member

a certain

of

a portly retired whaler,

who invariablyslept calmly through the
whole service. This at length awakened

wenUo

sleep.

The

good

SCROFULA

with

!spadmurec^7rte

deacons,

j£,

00 iSrs!

v/tLiLo l raft *

Manufactured by

WILLIAM STRANG.

RHEUMATIC 8YRUP

WBOVE AIL COMPETITOR^

"Come, come, wake up; don’t sleep in

KEURALGIA CURED
Fairport,N. Y.. March 12. V
RheumaticSyrup Co. :
G) NTS— Since November, INS
1 m vc been a coi^tuntMiflcr-r
irom neuralgia and have m
1

known what

it

was

to be fre

Irom pain until I commence
the use of RheumaticSyrup,
have felt no pain since usingth
fourth bottle. I think lithe ne
remedy I have ever heard of ft
purifying the blood and for th
cure of rheumatismand net
W. B. CHASE.

ralgia.

CO., i Plymouth Avc., Rochester, N.Y.

m

deacon leaned over

and shook hi» arm.

WYKHUYSEN
'dealer In-

meetin’.”

“Eh!

CXD.

RoenwnvR. N. Y., Apr. Gth, *83.
Port Byron, N.Y.. T V 20. ’82.
Hhtumnlic Sgrup Co.:
Rheumatic Syrup Co. ;
_____ _I _____
a great
GENTS—
have boen
bo
I bad been doctor! i'-; f- r three
juifTcrerfrom RheumaiUmforsix
phyyears, and hearing of the sncccM or four year*,
sicians.
for kcrofula.i s some calof Rheumatic Syrup I concluded
led
it,
but
found
no
u
<ief
until
I
to give it a trial In my own case,
and I cheerfullysay that I have commenced taking y. ur Pyrup.
been greatly benefited bylta uae. After taking it a short time, to
I can walk with entire freedom my surpriae,it began to help me.
from pain, and my general health Continuingits use a few weeks,
I found myself as well as ever.
As a blood purifier, I think It has

and
one morning’ he located himself In the pow
of the worthy captain, who, coming in
himself a few moments later, promptly
the ire of one of the

what’s the trouble?” says

the

#THE^

csp»

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,

tain.

“What’s the matter?” responded

Being the Great Central Line, afford e to travelere,by reason of Its unrivaled geographical position,the shortest and beat route between the last. Northeastand
Southeast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It Is literallyand strictly true, that Its connection*are all of the principalline*
of road between the Atlantlo and the Pacific.
By Ita main line and branohee It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneeeo, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois| Davenport, Muecatlne,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Dee Moines, Weet Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantlo, Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffe,
In Iowa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Mleeourl, and Leavenworth and Atchison In Kansas, and the hundrede of cities, villagesand towns

UGHTRjpINe

"I say,” repeated the deacon, “wake
up.”
the

captain; “ain’t Johnson in the pulpit?”

“Yes, of course he

is;

why?”'

Wa’al, then 1 guess things

"

is

going on

all right.”

And

the captain calmly resumed bis

intermediate.The

SIMPLE

slumbers.

Some

^

/ft

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

^

It Is familiarly called, offer* to traveler* all the advantage* and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting pointer
Fast Kxprese Train*, composed of COMMODIOUS, WILL VENTILATED, WILL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES | a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLININGCHAIR CARS ever built | PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and D,N|NQ CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelereat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS
„lwro
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THREE TRAINS each way between CHIOAOO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
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Prompt attention given to repairing.

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been ooened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indlanapoll* and La Fayette,

No trouble to show goods.

and Council ^7hroug^PMMng5r*«mtoM? on’fM^faproMTwin..
For more detailed Information, see Map* and Folders,which may be obtained, as
well as Ticket*, at all principalTicket Office*In the United States and Canada, or of
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A LECTURE TO YOUNG
On the Lobs of

THE NEW

GROCERY MANHOOD
IN

The oldest established Stable in the city.
and redical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Sperm-AND'
atorrhoea Induced by eelf-Abuse,Involuntary
Emissions, Impotency,Nervous Debility,and Impedimentsto Marriage generally; Consnmption,
Market Street, near Eighth.
Epilepsy and Fits; Mental .nd Pnjrslcal Incapacity, Ac.-By ROBERT J. CULVERWELL, M. D.,
•OF'
author of the “Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable I have the newest and best HEARSE In tht»
Lecture, clearlyproves from his own experience city, with the finest horses and carriagesfor ftinerol
C.
that the iwftn consequences of Self-Abusemay purposes, which I will furnish
be effectuallyremoved without dangerons surgical
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
operations, bongteq,Instruments,rings or oirCxn now be found, not alone a complete stock dlals; pointing out a mode of core at once certain
as cheap, if not cheaper
and effectual, bv which every sufferer,no matter
of Groceries,— always of the Freshestand Purest,
what his conditionmay bu may care himself
but also all kinds of Fanners Prodnce , Provisions,
cheaply, privately and radically, This lecture will than any party In this city.
Etc., Etc.
prove a boon to thonssnds and thousands.
H. BOONE.
«ent under seal, In a pla'B envelope,to any ad2Mf
Hollaku, July 28th, 1882.
dress. post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
Also a very large andassortedatockof

M. R. R. Lands.
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On

BOS,

DRY GOODS

POnW

VEHWKI.L MEDICAL CO..
Can any one bring uncase of Kidney of the legislatnre,all persons holding title by deed
41 Ann 8t., N w York N. Y.; PostofflceBox 480.
or Liver Complaint that Electric Bitters or contrsct to any of the D. & M. R. R. lands, socalled, from either Bowes, Gould or Griswold, upa a week made at home by the In
will not speedily cure? We sav they can
on tusking certain proof, will be entitled to a
Which we intend to keep os complete u possi#
dustrions.Best businessnow benot, as thousands of cases already per- patent from the state for each lands.
ble embracingall the latest and best made fabrics
fore the public. Capital not needPersons having perfected their title under the
manently cared and who are dally recomed. We will start you. Men,
act of 1181 and paid up back taxes, may recover
mending Electric Bitters, will prove.
mr
is women, boys and girls wanted
port of such taxes (ram the state.
Crockery,
Stone
&
Glassware.
everywhereto work for us. Now
Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Weak Back,
Special attention will be given to the settlement
la the time. Too con work In opare time, or give
or any urinary complaint quickly cured. of all such claims on reasonable term..
your whole time to the buslnesa. No other bull
They purify the blood, regulate the bowels, Communications either in person or by letter ' BMEBS’
IN ness will pay you uearly aa well. No one can (Oil
promptlyattended to.
to moke enormous pay.
pay, by
by engaging i
and act directly on the diseased partr.
EXCHANGE.
0. VAN 8CHELVEN,
Costly aatfit and terms me. Money mi
Every bottle guaranteed. For sale at 60c.
C. STEKETEE A BOS.
Holland, Michigan.
easily, and honorably. Address TRUK
bottle by H. Walsh.
Dated, Jane 88, 1888.
Auguata, Maine
Hoelosb, Oct. Ittb.
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people are always on the lookout
lor changes to increasetheir
earnings, and in time become
wealthy;those who do not 1m

WISE
great

their opportunitiesre-

main In povertv. We offer a
chance to make money. We want many

men, women, boys and girls to work for us In their
own localities.Any one can do the work properly
from the first start. The business will pay more
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveoutfit#
tarnished free. No u u who engagesfails to make
money rapidly. You van devote your whole time
the work, or only jour spare moments. Full Information and all that Is nesded sent free.
to

BT1NBON SCO.,]

